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WEEKLY KENTUCKY NEW ERA.
$1.00 A YEAR HOPKINSVILLE, CHRISTIAN COUNTY. K NTUCKY, FRIDAY, DECEMBER 2, 1887. VOLUME XVIII. NO 23.
BASSETT & Co.
Will soon advertise in the Kentucky New
Era something which will create a big sen-
sation in the Dry Goods Market. Ladies
in the county will do well to visit us this
coming month as we propose to make bus-
iness "hum" from start to finish.
Bassett & Co.
New York Office,
56 Worth St.
4 North Main St
IMPORTANT TO EVERYBODY
We are now receiving our second large arrival of fine,
MERCHANT TAILOR CLOTHING, made up in the latest
styles, out of the finest imported fabrics. Frei.tch,
Scoch and Irish Worsteds, Tricot's, Corkscrews &c.
etc. We will take pleasure in showing these goods, and
naming prices that will insure sales. We keep up with
the latest Paris, London and Nbw-g7 _ d can
' down" them on fine goods as to prices Q t.
buy the most. pay promptly, sell for cash and have
lightest expenses, can certainly sell goods the cheapest.
Money and experience enable us to get them cheap; CASH
WILL GET THEM FROM US CHEAP Call and be con-
vinced. Thanking our friends for liberal patronage we
are
Theirs Truly,
P-Y-M ITT.A.121'01V,
NICOIE11 1CINTESNTI.X.A1L.M. JEK:"Ir
2 Doors from Bank of Hopkinsville.
No.7. Main Street, Hopkinsville, Ky.
-One of the lergeet and moot elegant edifices in the city,
New and Complete in All Its Dep a tments
It Izinetente:r tirived, 1.114 /It talell Mr( eRtleralte11•1111 trail, hitt:414171lb int/ tads ja.
1114114eltituritier. tineastisticatte kist ttijrt meet at as rit: cent:its Ott
Pure, Fresh Dru a and Medicines,
The Celebrated Wild Goose Liniment.
Masnifineterseat order In any desattlxv. A sore and safe resamkr. Bic-a- Ileac, Novelties and Solids,
stooda • specialty .
Proscriptions Carefully Compounded
-Ai any hour of the Day or Night Oy-
ler-T. C. IC. •C77-‘2-1...-Y. (11111113 P1111110111 ?mat
H. B. GARNER,
Successor to Glib &Oa
Change in Business
Being desirous of making a
change in my business about
Jan. 1, '88, I have determined to
sell BOOTS and SHOES for the
next sixty days cheaper than
they have ever before been of-
fered in Hopkinsville.
NOTE THE REDUCTIONS.
Ladies' F. K B. Shoes $4, formerly $5.00
Ladies' Cur Shoes 3.50  4.00
Ladies' " " 2.50 3.00
Ladies' tt " 2.00 ,. 2.50
Ladies' II if 1.50 ,, 2.00
The best $2.50 Boot in the world.
EOM Silo 61ofo
No. 3 Main St., Hopkinsville, By,
41:311- ..011Cf CI MEAT,
CLARKSVILLE, TENNESSEE.
sortment Low Prices,
wor
THIE ORSAT
Through Trunk Line
WNW sr I
SNONYIST AND OUIONDST MUTE
Pew II teals, fivsaimitia see guelaresst
to the
SOUTHEAST & SOUTH
_-
THROUGH Co IS CHLS from sho•• cities to
Nash. U. and ...'hattanisoga, making direct co&
nectiotw with
711.3.11=1.41.22. eklace Cars
For Atlanta, Savaanalt, Malan, Jacksonville,
and potato la Florida.
C.mosetious are made at Gutbrie and Sian•
stile for all points
NORTH, EAST, SOUTH & WEST
la Pullman Panes Cars.
EMIGRANTS !I?: thise road" will
receive special low rates.
:ee• t eeets of this company for tales, costes,
Ac., or write, C. P. ATMORE, G• P. & T. A.
Loulerlite, EY.
Combo? d With Great Retracting Power.
TREY ARK AS TRA.01r ARKYT A 'SD liii.00Lk111
Lintur Irsri.r,
And for so,tnew of eedurance to the eye cannot
he excelled. rumbling iiie (tearer to read tor
hour* Without fatigne. In fact, they are
PERFECT SIGHT PRESERVERS.
Tertimonials from the leading physicians in
Use United statne can lw given who bail their
sight improved by their use
ALL EYLS FITTED,
and the Fit Guaranteed by
H. B. GARNER,
Hopkinsvine, Ky.
These gibes are not supplied to peddlers at
any price A. K. HASItka•
Wholesale Depots 'IA:JAN.4%1.
Vanderbilt University
Dame in Os departments( f Science._LInbestur• eel
Arts, Law, Theology. anioneering, Pharmacy. Des
n 
.
tistry, •d Medicine the highest educational &dyes.
tags( at • moderate coot. Addrres
1VILS WILLIAMS, Secretary, Nashville, Tema
'1 ale .Tonedy IA univermIty aeknowf
sited to ho the host acid most positive togu.utor of the Liver ai.d Dowels know
to man. Dyspepsia., Constipation, Bit
Head.aebe.Dtizlneaa
Piles, itad Taste, Eructation., Furrei
Tongne. Offensive Perspiration and Sallow Complexion all disaplii itr us if by
rnagle when Man-a-lin is used. It puriese
the bloosLeorrectsull deranged (Unctions,
bringing back, halo body, rosy cheeks,
and keen perception, and endows the
patient with new Life and •Itor. It is pleas-1
ant to trate anti those who have tried R
are supremely happy. 
 Attila 61r. Onto, Oct. 12, ism
Des. rt. Hartman & Co.
-Gentlemen:-.4i(ol bless you for Man-a-iln; i  has tion
rare more good for Dyepepsitt than all the
pills I havo ever taken. It hat regulate(
my liver, built up my 'system, and rny
bone!' work as rel.culisr as e lock- work."
In the year liteo I wasi. ls0%%1:esd. It.hAst: 114 ito)Stild
scureely walk. I timed Man•Iplin, and an
now no healthy as I have ever been.
JUMP I'll TiloMAri, East Brady Pa.
Kuhl by ell druggist*, and dealers. 11.00
per bottle, 6 fur WM. Mood for Dr, Mart
man's heuk, 
-The Ille of Lifer aent tree
oyt, m. 14.11 tRTM AN & 01„columbn.
l'e rii no, Man-a-lin and I a-co-pa *re sold
at Wholesale and Retail by
H. B. GARNER, HopkInsville, Ky.
ARBUCKLES'
name on a package of COFFEE is a
isnarantee of excellence
COFFEE is kept in all first-class
stores from the Atlantic to the Pacific.
COFFEE
is never good when exposed to the air.
Always buy this brand in hermetically
sealed ONE POUND PACKAGES.
'UNPRECEDENTED ATTRACTION?
U Over Half a Million Dietributeel!
CAPITAL PRIZE, $300,000.
Ls.L.
LOUISIANA STATE LOTTERY COMP?
Incorporated in 044 for Si years by the Legis-
lature for Educational aud Charitable purposes
with • capital of 11,000,000-to which a reserve
fund of over $550,00u hes since been added.
By an overwhelming popular vote its fran-
chise was made a part of the present State Con-
stitution adopted December id, A D. 1879.
The only Lottery Peer voted on sod endorsed
by the people of any State.
It. Grand Single finniber Draws
Ing• take place monthly, and the grand Semi-
A nnual Drawings regularly every six months
June
 and December,
We do hereby certify that we supervise the
arrangements for all the Monthly and Semi-
Annual Drawings of the twauicana State Lot-
tery Company. and in person manage anti con-
trol the Drawings themselves, awl that the same
are conducted with honeety, fairness, it's,  in
good faith tow•rd all parties, and we authorise
the Company to use this certificate, with fac-
similes of our signatures attached, in Its &dyer-
tisemente."
l'enissiosi•eseres
We thy 1111.1e1,1111118.1 14400610 1111111Pall *111041. an pet,.. 'Lowe p the 141111411th* eight
lat1lmflarels0,11 Mee p11411111led it otif tooth(
110*
it lita 0611414111111fa
Free. lhanlelans it militant
110 LANAI NI
Fresh rimy natisent Ranh.
4.1141,DWIN,
Pros. new Orleans Illettowel meats,
l KOHN,
Pres. lsil.n Natlenal Hawk,
Grand Semi-Annual Drawing
in the Avatictoy of Moak, New Orleans,
Tuesdny, Decemeer 13, lss7.
CAPITAL PRIZE $300.000.
100,000 TIcket•at Twenty Dollars
track. Haire. 11110; Quarters $5;
Tenths $I; T•seetietio•
11-e us Pali's.
I Capital Prize of erno,000
I Grand " of lowing)
of 50.000
I Large Prises of 25,000
2 " of 10,000
Prizes of 5,000 . 
25 " 1.000
100 " 500
200 " 300 
200
seeefaxtsanTors, retzna.
llso0,00e
100,000
50.000
Z1.1.000
20,010
25,0(0
25.nUO
So. I leo
54,000
1110.00
100 Prize, of kW approxim• ling to
4300.000 Prize Sr. 450.000
100 Pr Les of $300 ap;.roximating to
4100,000 Prize are 30,000
MO Prizes of *too approximating to
s.tto.000 Prize are 20,010
TER11SSI•L PRIX'S.
Loon Prtztte or $tou decided by se.000
Prize are . 4100,000
1,000 Prizes of $100 derided by $100,001
Prize are ... 100.040
- -
3,136 prises amounting to /,041.0(A
Application for rater to elides should he matte
only to the °Nice of the Company in New Or.
lean'.
For further information write clearly giving
full &Mirage. Postal Notea, Express Money Or-
ders.or New 1 ork Exchange in ordinary letter.
Currency by Express :at our expense) ad-
dressed
M. A. DAUPHIN,
New Orleans, La.,
or M. A. DAUPHIN,
Washington, D.0
---
Address Registered Letters to
NEW ONLYANS ATIONA L BANK,
New Orleans, La.
REMEMBER Tb" the presence ofGenerals Reaurepard
and Early, who are in eliarge of the drawings,
is • guarantee of sliteolUle fairness and integrity,
that the chances are all equal„ and that no one
can possibly divine w bat numbers will draw a
E EINIRER that the payment of Prizes
to GUARANTEED HT FOUR NA.
TIDALes•Nliteof New Orleans, anti the
Tickets are signed by the President of an In-
autution whose chartered rights are recogniz-
ed in the highest Courts: therefore, beware of
any imitations or anonymous schemes.
RENSHAW &CLAR AG we seat the 
world for low
prices. A handsome and
St r..n ely Bound Ph Ace
Creels Album, IN a loS
- Tflit- 
inches, gilt sides and edges, holding 74 rants of Cats-
ine end eon, rectums seat for 40 cents. ilagsil price.
IltLcs
111.45. A Ikea Plumb Plassearaph ANIMISM, s,,goes Embossed padded sides, gold edges. extension
clasp, holding 33 pag.esoorf PabinyyrdraCardepricetuur,New Grocere .iit Inrogintil ere
xen 
l lyle for 
 55
KM in a t 1
109 ihrebee As lilainstala.Cleieuinitsi, BUMSOhio.
Main Street, Hopkinsville, Ky.,
(Next door to Dan Merritt,)
Keeps always in stock the niCest assortment of
Fancy Groceries, embracing everything need in
table supplies; also a choice selection of C.Igars
and Tobaccos.
ttateeDs rIedifilTa, isBLIVIIIRED
te7 pe....yet Weir skew es
''"‘*1•9 "":
4)eve. "f•ee"."
CALI HOUSE
LOUISVILLE. KY.
The Finest and Largest Hotel in the City.
- -
Dates 117.110 is 114.00 Per Day,
According to Buss .
CONDENSED NEWS.
Yale defeated ilarvalfel in a fuot-hall
game by a score of 17 le S.
There are four nevi eases of yellow fe-
ver repotted In Tamps, Fla.
The eleetion fur Mayor of Nashville
has been fixed fur Dealeinber 7th.
Thomas Orden's trial hi* bean post-
poned on gramma of his sickness,
The grand jury at Clarksville Is after
the boys pretty lively for gambling.
Six niembers of a Wisconsin family
were burned to death In a foreet fire.
The merchants of Vicksburg have de-
cided to build a $250,000 cotton factory.
A large tannery at Pittsburg, Pa.,
buriteu, Monday , entailieg a loss of $100,-
000.
'Ille New Yuri. liereki has advanced
its price front two to three cents per
copy.
Samuel J. Foster, a railroad man, died
of. hydrophobia in Sedalia, Mo., last
night.
The large flouring mills at Montgom-
ery, Ala., burned Monday night. Lou,
$90,000.
Whadsor'a piesklug.tuessa. Dee hictipes,
Ia., liu been destrosed by fire. TAMP,
$200,000.
A cave found near Mt. Vernon equals
the Mammoth Cave in curiourities and
beautlee.
Grand Muter Workman Powderly re-
itoesriattleon.s ltis determination to resign hisv
The tetchier of the German language
Is to be prohibited In the St. Louis pub-
lic *ohmic
Judge J. F. Phillipps, of Kane.. City,
Is reported its the probable ouccueor of
Gets Sparks.
Elwood '1'. Motile and Mies Mary
Suiletit.dywere married Evansville lastW tdn
'fhere was • sham 'battle between two
divisions of the Louisville Legion on
flianksgiving day.
Gov. Buckner his cit the time for the
execution Dl Win. Patterson ler Friday,
January 27, Deist.
Trains were blot kith el by the lit avy
enow drifts on the 1....atitat Fe road iii
hansaft this week.
A unottutnent will be erected ill Chi-
cago to the police killed li, tile bomb In
the mai ket riot.
Patti Room mit $15 to Nashville as a
contrIbutIon to the erection of a Con-
federate niontitomit.
,A New OdrAns mantilacturer staid in
Nashville tau days wider the impress-
butt Hist he HMI ie New Yoth.
Eight moonaliiiiers were captured in
Adair county last at ek. They a ill be
seta to Frauktort for data hearing.
Judge Edwards loot declined to ap-
point a receiver in the Ilese-Mayer ease,
but raised the bond of the assiguee. '
Twoyeight trains collided on the U.
it 0. road near Pits.-Thstest to-ridgy- u""
three men and wounding several others.
The Courier-Journal is putting in
type-setting tilsehities, and woe a prac-
tical test oi their efficiency will be matte.
'1 he hunting party from Lexington
vs Ito were reported met in the burning
ewanips of Southern Missouri, are safe.
The jury in the Most trial returned a
verdict of guilty as charged in the in-
dictine et. A new trial has been granted.
A drunken husband in Marquette.
eliclo, seized a kettie of boiling water
(ruin tde stove and beat lilt wife to death
with
 
it.
'file millinery and tiresa-making es-
tablithment belonging to Mrs. R. Sill-
ier, in Louissille, burned Monday.
Loss, $3,000.
The mercury registered 20 degrees be-
low zero at Lacrosse, Wis., Monday, and
the river v as closed with It•t -the ear-
liest ever known.
W. S. Miller, Lancaster, has been ap
pointed to fill the vacancy in the depu-
ty collector's eflice caused by the death
of I.ew %detain.
The National Amalgamated Building
'ensiles Council propose to contribute
$20,000 for the benefit of the striking
printers in Chicago.
Ex-Setiater L. K. Smith, of Galileo-
boro, Tenn., in a (fifth:tiny • ith • man
named Kirby, was shot and seriously, if
not fatally wistful'
Capt. lioneloon has eithfultted a reply
to the charger imole by iirreltinridge, sit
Arkeliesto All are fefuted sell hie
410114 tier sati•Ileul,
'I his rottl ritittov011 lIttioteeilla, A ICI
With Nashville his heal' tIisUll,ietCih. the
goltiert spike being driven by Miss Soria
'11101 it Wit, lit II (lufIsyilitS,
Walter ltrr, aged thirteen, was lit-
'tautly kIlled tit Evansville last Thurs-
day by being caught between two sec-
tions of a ow itchiug train.
lion. A. W. Hendricks, conein of the
late vice-president, was found dead in
bed lit Indianspolle Friday hight.
Heart disease was the cause.
A howl goes up from Harvard that
they were cheated out of the foot-ball
game. They claim the game was a di-
rect gift to Yale by the umpire.
The loss by the burning of Wm. War-
field's residence at Lexington is larger
than supposed. It la now estimated at
$25,000, with only $8,000 lesurance.
A colliseion at Shen:moo near Spring-
field, Ill., resulted in the smashing oh
two regities anti the hurtling of fifteen
freight cars lilletl with merchandise.
A young lady employe-du housekeep-
er for Mrs. Jut'.. Rove-, Sr., Bowling
Green, attetupted suicide Saturday by
,hooting herself through the breast.
A dance ball in Mineola, Teem, wait
blown remit by a w hid norm during the
progress of a dance tiy colonel people.
Five were killed and about twenty in-
jured.
A Chicogo anon hist yesterday threat-
ened to blow up State's Attorvey Grin.
hell with a bomb and Wee arrested, tined
$50 and put usder bond to keep the
peace.
'1'lle report that Hon. J 1:0. E. Phil-
of Kaneas City, had been appoint-
ed as Comniiseioner of the General Land
Office to succeed lien. Sparks. is incor-
rect.
The search for Ed Hoag, the missing
printer who was to wed in Owensboro,
has been abandoned by hie father. Ev-
ery' clue has been followed, but with. no
success.
Hal Cockrell, son of the late ex-Sena-
tor Harvey Cockrell, killed James Am-
critic In the court-house yard at Irvine
with a inuaket. C xArell surrendered
himself.
Rev. Chia Morris, of Evansville, has
been :oatmeal with the sppolniment of
delegate from that city to the Evangel-
ical Alliance by the Pastoral Association
at Wsshhtgton,
Jacques Wieliler Is dead, Wielder en-
graved tacitly all the plates from which
were printed the bonds anti money of the
Confederate States, Ills home Was in
Camden, N. J,
Henderson has cued the Henderson
ridge company for back taxes. The
amount involved is $44,000, and the an-
nual tax to the city of Henderson would
be about $15,000.
'1'lle Knights of Labor will petition
emigre's to pass such laws as will enable
the government to own its lines of tele-
graph and operate them in connection
with the postotlice.
'1'1:e family of J. S. Sawyers, Nash-
ville, were poisoned by eating apples
last Monday. No explanation can be
given fur the condition of the fruit.
They will recover.
Five men supposed to have been im-
plicated in the burning and robbing of
Tompkinsville have been captured, and
the detectives think their leader is lo-
cated ill Louistville.
'''...1r110keotteve map lar- Aiken/al Li estl-
trotted to be at least one-fourth better
than last year, and it Is thought will
reach 626,000 bales. More wheat is
beteg sown than usual.
An Illinois woman alter being pre-
pared for burial, pudelenly returned to
comsolousneas mod sat up in the coffin.
A physician was called mid she Is now
In a fair way to recover.
Nearly $7,000 haa been subacribed fur
the erection of a IltitiouratIc club house
in Lexington. The lull outman,. wanted
Ii $20,00ti, sod the pontioters expect to
secure the remainder during the week.
The 'granter CharlessleChouteati with
4,500 bales of cotton, 4,000 sacks of oil
cake and seven thoroughbred horses
burned near Vickehtirg Saturday. The
luaus) the vessel is estimated at $100,-
000.
Grand Rapids, Mich , Itas been visited
by a $300,00o fire. The tire originated
in a lentil ore factory and was due to
epontatieoue combiletion. Five hun-
dred mein are thrown out of employ-
ment.
Fire consumed the glees works of
Ilireli, Ely dt Co., Findlay, 0 , yester-
day. This factory has only beeti in op-
eration a lew day es with a foree of 140
men, all to o hom are thrown mit of runt
ploy meet.
The Pilgrim Congregational church
at Duluth, Nlich., which was nearing
completiois hiss been destroyed by fire.
The building was to have cost ;40,000
and about $28,t00 had bren expended
when burned.
A woman and two children In Hen-
derson comity were burned to death in
their cabin Imo week. The cabin caught
fire front bureleg 'brute and the family
could not be rescued until too late to
save their lives.
he Board of Mtirsion* M. E.
church, South. are in session at Nash-
ville, eliecua-ing the position of Dr. Kel-
ly in the Abbott-Candler affair. The
meeting Is in secret beeS1011 It'll(' 110 indi-
cations are developed.
A boiler used for heating water In the
Kirby House, Milwaukee, exploded,
completely wreckleg the rear end of the
building. About a dozen girls were
buried in the ruins and seriously it jured,
some are expected to die.
W. W. Wrieht, agent for the L A N.
Railroad Company at Pendleton, was
run over and killed by • train at La
Grange last week. lie started to get on
an Incoming train and his foot slipping
fell under tile v. heels and was crushed.
A telegram reports that lion. Wm. H.
Martin, a congreaernan front Texas, blew
out the gas in his room in Waritington
last week, and came 'tear being aephyx-
fated before be was reached. He said
he "didn't know how the darned thing
worked."
A bloody battle liaa Seen fought be-
tween deputy marshal, slid how thieves
in the Indian Territory. Two of the
desperadoes and one marshal were
killed and other wounded. A wife of
one of the thieves was killed by an acci-
dental shot.
Tile n ou nee me n t that the rxtenaion
of the Brooklyn bridge approach in
Brooklyn is a future certainty has kicked
up a good seised row there. 'I lie prop-
erty °Where along the street etrongly
prineat, so it will thairety the business of
that Hellen,
Jae, II, Smith he. arreptail a pall
through lite Taaltatemalaear by i Inittliper
lit ‘11 10118111IP S tuitililliate Ion re.
taloolluti to the ofilott of litepar of that
uity, 14etal apt ohs Very highly of
iMsu or4 psynottitilta ti:044.1 toares it tliet lie will have
A young lady of Bristol, tette., was
found murdered in Virgitila, and Robt.
Tilley, of Keetucky, is charged with the
crime. He was iseeti with her that day
and it is suppoaed lie did it for the $45
she had on her venom. The people are
searching for him.
A half %Hied boy near Birmingham,
after w housing the killing of meat for
the family, carried his little brother and
sister off arid tried the aatrie experituent
on them with a butcher-knife. When
foulill INIth Children had their throats
cut. While they were being attendee!
to, Ise cut hie own throat.
Three children at Morrison, Ill., were
drowned 31o/141*y. They were play-Ing
ott the ice when the youngest broke
through. In his efforts to save hint the
older brother also fell in, hen the *Jo-
ier attempted to help them and broke
through herself-all three Oroweing.
The presence of mind of a Western
Union telegraph operator at Birming-
hare saveJ the building from destruction
by tire. A hoop exploded slid all but
one of the employee ran out of the build-
ing, the remaining man throwitg the
burning latep trout the a ludow.
In the Thibodeaux riot in Louisiana
seven negroes were killed outright and
two have since died. A tiumber were
seriously wounded. The two wounded
white men will recover. The Louisiatits
rifles are now at the scene •nd all is
quiet. The negroes have about all re-
turned to work on the plantation/1 and
are not molested.
Two gentlemen of Evansville, Messrs.
Ludwig and Durre, with some Boon-
ville friends, went to Arkansas on a
hunting expedition. They were to re-
turn home on the 18th inst., but have
not yet arrived nor have they been heard
of. Fears are entertained that they
have been caught in the forest fires in
the vicinity of their hunting grounds.
Gov. Taylor, of 'fenneseee, oui The nks-
giving day, pardoned Dorsey and com-
muted the eentence of Hall to eighteen
months. It will be remembered that
The three men arrested at Lebanon
these were the young nten who went to
Junction, and @Opposed to have been
implicated In the Tompkinsville affair,
are wanted at Paoli, Ind., for a whole-
sale robbery.
A full blooded African, son of a ru:-
leg king on the dark continent, arrived
In Louleville Friday. He is under
charge of Bishop Peolck and is here to
MOO oBslies.,
Nashville from Kentucky and shone as
bright lights in high society until
convicted of theft. Hall's term was for
five years but his commutation will al-
low him to go free next June.
As a remedy for brain trouble, every-
body coincides in recommending La-cu-
pl-s.
PRESS COMMENTS.
5101111 YOU ANS,
Chicago Herald: It is an 0141 story but
very hard for souls people to learn: An
antiestulated do-nothing, dare-nothing
Democratic AtItultriatration would be no
bolter thins Republieati Administratioit
of the same sort-and It would lie eu
worse.
MOSS lit come
New Orleans States: The Republican
newspapers have suggested wore tickets
for their party to support than there are
squares on a turtle's back. The Jut is
Allison and Hawley, but there are many
back counties to hear from and the end
Is not yet.
witas hI CAN oo.
Little Rock Gazette: Blaine may now
be an imposaible candidate for president
from the success standpoint, but he will
be able to knife the boys who shove him
aside for somebody else. It is little (seta
of this kind that just now fill the Repub-
lican cup with bliss.
THK ijUKSTION.
Chicago Herald: An esteemed but. In-
tensely partisan contemporary desires to
know whether the passage of a tariff re-
form measure in the next Congress will
help the Democratic) party. A much
more important gustation and a much
more easily answered Will the pas-
sage of an iuLailigeut and lioneat tar,
refortn bill help the country?
s Hey WILL CONFIRM HIS.
Chicago Tiniest: Several newspapers
are discussing the question whether Mr.
Latuar's appointment to the United
States Supreme Court will be confirmed
by the Senate. The 1-affection that
all probability Mr. Cleveland IS the man
at the White House to whom the mem-
ber. of the Smutty must apply for favors
for the next half ileum years will prob-
ably prevent any serious opposition to
Mr. Latimer confirmation.
DUTY OF Tint Pak] Y.
New ork Star: The Democratic par-
ty must go before the coontry with a
record of the enaetnent of' positive re-
form. The duty of offering 610)sta/tile)
relief to taxpayers and uiispetiisiltg with
the onerous surplutt rests Oil the Demo-
cratic adtuinistration. There IS no rea-
son for shirking the tome. Manufae-
toren, as well as workmen and consum-
ers will welcome a timely settlement.
We most show that four years of author-
ity have not been wasted by the Demo-
crook' executive and Huhu of Represent-
atives.
Ailoti THIC 1117.k OF IT.
Boston Herald: senator Everts la re-
ported as expressing the ophilon that a
Western man Ii not the kind of candi-
date fur the prealdeney that esti carry
the vote of New York for the Repnbli-
caits. If a 01111d reveler could examine
the °pintoes of Mr. klvarte otu thin mob.
j, he would probably tind that he
thitike a resident of New York State it-
self, between sixty and rievelity years of
age, tall and slender, scholarly in taw,
,killed in the law, anti with a capacity
for long sentences, would best fill the
bill In this case.
PLIASI TILL LS It HUN.
H Int`trerrtetrrer.i .;.-1.11e....cerfal.:,ly no
gratifying to Republicans generally to
find New York for several years in sue-
cession giving Democratic pluralities,
especially when we recall its glorious
record sinee the Republican party was
formed, viz: 80,000 majority for Fre-
mont, 50,000 for Lincoln, 50,000 for
Grant, 26,000 for Hayes and 21,00 for
Garfield.
Birmitighant Age: Will somebody
please tell U8 *hell it was that a man
named [ayes received a majority of 26,-
000 votes or any other majority In New
York?
N•SIIVILLICS 1.2ITY GOVICHNMKNT.
New Orleans Times-Dentocrat It is
quite evident that the citizens who first
supported this municipal improvement
in Nashville have grown careless. The
fact is again demonstrated that extrav-
agance, corruption and high taxes are
the consequence of misgovernment, and
that misgovernment cannot longer be
carried on In defiance of the wishes of a
majority of the people. No municipal
system, no political device "an @Weld a
city from the consequence@ of the igno-
rance or indifference of its °en people.
The Nashville experiment has again
demonstrated very clearly the oft-
proved proposition Host the fault in
American towns Ilea not in the munici-
pal charter,, many of which are excel-
lent, but In public careleestiess or in-
differenee. Whatever reforms are ob-
tained are secured, not by intending the
charter, but by electing good men to
office, If the voter' would devote Elwin-
molvei noire to Hilo, If they %amid cease
In attribute 1111111101ml deftest,' In N Nulty
oilortar mill moire to those who
tar It Improperly, there w•itilil Ito fewer
ehttarlitteutts, lora complanalog tssl more
eminent mainiolpel government In this
country.
twolvioest.
Chicago Herald : Although society iota
erten lit to mown its power, there is still
a strong hope that It may hie saved tile
mieforoine sit agent exertieg sovereign
will in an exemplary manner. Chi :ago
hiao signalize! the determination of Illi-
nois in the matter of the pi oposed medal
revolution. It is to be expected that
dynamite fiends will attack some other
community, to whom Chicago'a example
Is offered freely. At the Faille time the
guardians of our place should lose no
portion of that admirable vigilance
which has named and labeled every dy-
namite man in town, and prepared to
hold all such persona to a strict account-
ability for their material deeds. Parsons
would not have died as a murderer had
not Deco' or some other officer (lie] of
murder. It Is not theory with which
'society deals. But theoriets should be
watchful lest fact be traced backward to
their theoretical initiative. The lesson
Of the hour is the power and remorse-
Ieestiesa of inscley. The law is made.
Let all men who recognize that Parsons
is dead look well to the situation tied
strive to obey the cannons of so great an
arbiter of human destiny, and the more
vigilant the police, the fewer orators
will get into deep trouble.
OUTSIDS OF onto.
Boston Herald : Outside of Ohio, the
tendency among the Republican States
of the West is much more to change
from the support of the Republican par-
ty than is generally supposed. A few
instances, supported by figures, will
show title. Seven years ago Iowa was
near being the strongest Republica')
State of the Union. It gave Garfield
50,000 majority. In four years that ma-
jority fell to 20,000; in two years more
it was reduced to 14,000; this year it has
gone down to about 5,000. Minnesota
gave Blaine, in 1884, 46,000 majority; in
lege the Republican candidate for Gov-
ernor squeezed in by a little over 2,000.
In 1880, Michigan went Republican by
54,000 plurality; Mr. Blaine's plurality
in 1884 was 3,300. Last year the Repub-
lican plurality went up to nearly 7,500,
but the Republicans were in a minority
in the State of 15,000. In Wisconsin
Garfield's plurality of 30,000 fell to 15,-
000 when Blaine was voted for.
These change' have been wrought be-
cause a new class of voters is growing
up who object to the Republican adop-
tion of the outgrown Whig views of the
tariff, on the one hand, and the tenden-
cy of the party to yield to prohibition
laws as regards the sale of liquor, on the
other. Uislees there i R chatige in the
set of the tide the Democrats must soon
carry inure or leas of these States. Per-
hap* they will carry one or more of them
next year.
rittotaao Piton Mill POO( I
Chicago Herald: The prineipal reason
why the politicsh tuoveuseilt of Henry
Ueuree went backward was leatuaure the
element of sincerity seemed to be &built.
Mr. George utay be the most ardent of
political evalgelista, but lie was unfor-
tunate in makilig an liopression exactly
opposite in character. It may be urged
that his sympathy with socialism dam-
aged his cause, but to this argument it
may be replied that he had no sympathy
with socialism. Tue only sympathy he
exhibited was showe ts George. For
the sake of strengthening his party with
the farmers of New York State, whom
lie purported to expropriate, he drum-
med the Socialist* out of his camp. Like
the man in the French cartoon in 1789,
George called the (*rulers together. The
Frenchman addressed the fowls of his
barnyard. "My dear barnyard," he
said, "I have called you to me to consult
as to the best sauce to be used le eating
you." "But we do not wish to be eat-
en!" chorused the good fowls. "Ala!"
cried the chairman of the convention,
"you wander from the point:" When
enry George addressed the farmers
during the campaign be found that they
wandered continually from his point.
When Ike read the electoral retrans lie
saw that they all like 'sheep had gone
astray. lie had repudiated 5,000 social-
istic votes without gaining a farmer's
voice. Why Y Because his theory Is fia-
greittly inefficietit. Like a quack, his
*Jett-tiers that his cough meolcine will
curs billioustaess or haute, just as the ex-
igenelea of the hour may urge.
"Sea
allaying a 1 I rrbya
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Prophylactic Fluid was used for disin-
fecting the College buildings. The dis-
ease never went beyond a single case,
either in the College or elsewhere, where
the Fluid was used -Ray. PRIM. G. F.
Pince, Auburn, Ala.
Darbys Fluid dispels all forms of epi-
demic diseases by destroying the spores
or germ poison that cause COD tagioi:.
Negroes for • l'oenellmen.
ATLANTA, GA., Nov. 30 --The Prohi-
bition executive board decided this morn-
ing to abandon ail contest of the recent
election. They II Ill take no (Adel part
in the cif, election that comes off next
week, but will let the antis do as they
whit). The with' for high Herniae want
the Probibitionlets to compromise In or-
der to beat the Wool' elernettt. Many
negroes are out for councilmen, and the
feeling IP Intense.
Fire Is Barkeelife.
Ciao tiros:, Nov. 29-A destructive
fire broke out at 2 o'clock y esterday
afternoon at Burkeville, Ky., doing
considerable damage. The fire origi-
nated from a defective flue in the livery
stable of Wat. Eaton, on the square.
Besides this building the hotel, which
was run by Eston, was destroyed, also
Hie drug store of Dr. Sandbridge, the
duwiee 1 lilt se
iaehi bile 
boofpJ rotor 15".k oorttlitsiaenyd.
The tire was on the west aide of the
Square. Lou, about $10000, with no
insurattee.
-.41•••
leaping far Life.
Pan Slit- RO, PA. Nov. 30 -The cabi-
net shop of Guekert it Co. was burned
yesterday afternoon. Sixty men were
employed in the building. Four of
them on the fourth floor were cut off
from the stairway by the flames. They
lost their presence of ntind and jumped
to the street. John Dcdig had both
thighs and his jaw broken and will die.
Louis little and Wm. Shrimp caught
telephone wires as they fell and escaped
with ugly biniees. Joen Deving
jumped to a ladder the firemen were
raising and was but slightly iojured.
Total loss, $20,000; iueurance, $10,000.
sessem- • 
Anxious to Join Their Comrades.
CiiiLsoo, Nov. 30.-The auarehista
of this city have prepared a rabid cir-
cular for distribution among the work-
ingmen here. It is his-ailed with the
single word "Fight." The circular de-
nounces the anarchic.' trial and exe-
cution, arid declares nothing but force
will win. It ureee "preparatiou" for
the"'rrv°1v:r ti()143)1.1.1'"Ii iwe a us," Faye the circular
"must take all t•oi Si wiener* upon him-
self, and Milli he ready to sacrifice
everything her the cemise, even Ovoid
li be Ills Ills."
• allili=aisiss
Tell, W111114111 kw (SI Rev, M,
ling, Alkittoultt, Ill, had lahltiev thaw*
01 years i4II,H4-1111 011'404
Iostettirow, Kt' , Nov. 29 -The cx-
amnluslusg of Col. Thomas M. Green,
for killing Lew la D. Baldwin, on
Wednesday, November 16, was begun
here yesterday mooning at 11 o'clock.
legal talent employed id as follows:
For the Commonwealth, State Senator
M. C. Alford, State Senator Rodney
Haggard, John H. Welsh, Ben A.
(snitcher, City Attorney Hutchinson, J.
Beauchamp Niel Judge George Den-
ny; tor the defense, R. A. Thornton,
Judge R. A. Ilueltner, W. II. Wads-
worth, Judge .1. D. Hunt, Judge G. B.
Kinkead and Judge Harbineon, of Flew-
ingsburg. The trial is taking pluce In
the county court room, before Judge
Mat Walton, City Recorder. Nearly
the entire first hotir was taken up in
calling witnesses, etc.
The Commonwealth, after eoneuming
over an hour's time, fitially answered
not ready, owing to absent witaterteee,
and the ease was continued till 10 o'clock
Wednesday Ui truing.
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WASHINGkON NEWS.
THE CONTENT FOB DOORKEEPER
WILL BE CLOSE.
There WIII Be Several Cost••I•4
Lleetlem Chem
WssitIkerrok, II o'clock
noun, one week from to-day, the Fiftieth
Congress will ounvens. The Democrats,
who have a majority of ten lo the House
of Representatives, exclusive of the in-
dependents, some of whotu will act with
them, will orgauire. They will have a
caucas oil Satut day evening for the pur-
pose of nominating a Speaker, a l'ierk,
Sergeant-atsA Hos, Postmaster and Door-
keeper.
It is conceded by all that Mr. John G.
Carlisle, of Kentucky, will be the nomi-
nee of the caucas for Speaker, and that
his re-electlan will not be antagonized
by anyone in the party.
John P. Leedom, of Oblo will, with-
out doubt, be renominated Sergeant-at-
Arms, and Lycurgus Dalton, of Indiana,
Postmaster. So tar no formidable oppo-
kiti011 has arisen to the retention of these'
officers. John B. Clark, of Missouri,
will probably be renominated Clerk of
the House. His renomination bee, un-
til within a few days past, been conceded,
on all Wet but a new aspirant for
ship ,honors looms up in the person of
Wm. G. Rains, of Rocbesligg, N. Y. Rs
4 the youngest brother of George Rains,
a New York Democratic State Senator
and • prominent tnan in the party in the
State. George Rains and hie brother
will botit arrive in Washington within a
day or two, The elder brother la lien'
tri the interest of his brother's candidacy.
Their friends cielm to-taight that the en-
tire Democratic delegation to Congres•
from Now York, as well as many prom-
inent Democrat' from that State, among
them ex-Mayor Murphy, of Troy. Chair-
man co the New York State Democratic
Committee, and Col. Fellows indorse
William G. Rains for the position, and
promise to surprise Gen. Clark and his
friends with the strength that Rains
will develop between now and the dine
when the canoes meets. In fact, they
talk confidently of his nomination and
election.
Till utioeirxerkstsia Ir.
There is a sharp contest for the door-
keepership. Samuel Donaldson, of
Setineesee, is a candidate for re-election,
but is opposed by a number of candi-
dates, among them Mr. Hurt, of Miming-
sIppl, Platt and B. Walker, of Minne-
sota.
The Republicans of the House wilt
east a complimentary vote for Thomas
R. Reed, of Maine, for the Speakerslilp,
and for the other officers they will give
compliments. The Houser will be called
to order by Clerk Clark,ithd after roll-
call the Speaker will be elected. When
that officer takes the chair the election
of other officers will follow. The mem-
bers will then be sworn in by the
Speaker.
There are a number of contested elec-
tions, but they are upon certificate*, and
the txmtesteea will be sworn in upon the
prima facie evidence of their certifi-
cates. The contests are: Lowry vs.
White, Indiana; Worthington vs. Poet,
Illinois; Frank vs. Glover, Missouri;
Sullivan vs. Vandever. California;
Smalls vs. Elliott, South Carolina;
Theobe vs. Carlisle, Kentucky.
A 1 WILANGLIt IS SSP
re adoption
the Ilotie-e;
or two, but when deter
er will announce the Comm.
Rules, Accounts, Mileage and Enrolled
Bills. The House will then as'journ to
give the Speaker opportunity to arrange
the various standing eoutsuitttes, arid
the first adjournineet may, be the mid-
dle of the week, and then from day to
day till the committees are announced.
The work of making up the committees
will be very taxing and they may not be
announced under ten days, or two
weeks, and possibly not until after the
holiday adjournment. The holiday ad-
journment usually takes place about
Dec: 21 or 22.
By retirements there are a number of
prominent committee chairmanships
made vacant. Principal of these are:
Ways and Mune, Judiciary, Military,
Rivers and Harbors, Indian Affairs,
Banking and Currency, Public Lands,
Commerce, Territories and Pecific Rail-
roads. Three will be filled in the order
named, it is believed, by Mills, of Tease;
Culberton, of Texatt; Wheeler, of Ala-
bama; Blanchard, of Louis)ana; Peel, of
Arkansas; Wilkins of Ohio; Bynum, of
Indiana; Clardy, of Missouri; Springer.
of !Motile ; and (Asp, ur fzieurgir,
President Ittitalltt will call the Resists
Ito order, anal Hutt body, being a tem.
thatiliss astir, will privateh to bushiest',
there being 110 teorgeidoiatiosa riacept of
some of the Imunsitters ioneaseary.
There may' be a belated alobitte over
a,tan.rt.ar deS COKTILITIS,
those of the The People of !tontine vs.
David 'I'urple, and Faullitier vs. Lucas,
of West Virginia. There may he objec-
tions, and likely will be, to the adminis-
tration of the oath to either of these
contestees before the Committee on
Privilegesand Elections has examined
the eSses. Irregularity in the issuance
of Turpie's certificate and the joint
proceeding of the Legislature which
voted for hire are alleged in the first
cue, while in the second it id hteld that
the term to hich Lut•aa was appointed
by the Governor of West Virginia has
not expired, mid the Legialature had oo
right to elect Faulkner.
The rearrangement of committees will
be agreed upon by ct.ticusee ot Senators
of the two parties. No time will be (W.-
/molt-el in open Senate by that work.
There will be mane secret sessions for
the reference of nominations made dur
trig the vacation anti referetioe to corn
mittee °facture treaties w hich are antic
ipated.
"Fire-proof raper May be Made"
says • scientific exchange, "from a pulp
oonsieting of one part vegetable fibre
two parts asbestos, one
-tenth pert bora
end one-drat part alum." It, is a pi
that such facto as the one follewing ea
not be written, printed or otherwise p
eerveti, upon *mile sort of indeetructib
paper. -'My wife suffered seven yea
and was bed ridden, too," said IV.
Iluestis, of Emporia, Benue, "a nutn
of physh.tians failed to help her. D
Pierc'e's 'Golden Medical Discover
cured her." All druggist. sell this ret
edy. Everybody ought to keep it.
only needs • trial.
Representative Breckenridge, of
kansas, has notified Car t. Dotaelson th
unless lie explains satisfactorily
eharges against Ids official conduct
he will offer a resolution for an In
gallon when his (Doitedeon's, nam
presented before the caucas. Breck
ridge supported Doseheon two years
and says he hopes the charges will
fully met.
I Told You rae.
Mr. E. A. Ireland, of Breen,
lips & ('o., Nashville, Tenn., say
"1 was afflicted with for tw
)ears, and 1 tried every remedy off
me; finally used the Ethiopian 1
Ointment. It gave me instant re
and has effected a permanent
Sold by all druggists.
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A BIBLE READING, NO. 
_
epeare into pruning hooks; nation shall
___ 
____ 
. THE NEW ERA A CONPROM ISE.
• I
i FOR COUNCILMEN. Miss Emma Porter, of Sonitrville, N.
not lift sword against nation, treater
.
It is now nearly e quarter of a een- i As will be seen elsewhere in this issue J , iS an applicant for reappointment as
learn war tiny more." "But
tury since me civil war melon it weal a suass-meeting has been boo for the poettnirtrenti et that piece. She is op- Jesus the hou of David, Born king sof "nil (hey--PUBLISHED BY-- the !mot costly war of modern history,' purpose of notninating a tiew Board of Poised bY tour gentlemen elm tieek the they shall sit every man under his tinetor En Printirw and Publishing Co. 'to all theesoraordinary sources of rev- emmeilluen•
. 
____ __-•••••• 
NI1,1 it regeired the goveretneut to resort
mete wiech are employed by nations by the young and prooreseive men ot being of line phyasique, intelligent, beau-
The meeting wee called Pmdthon Mies Porter ii described as
leheni of Judea in the Woe of Herod the
no.Now when Jesue was Is re in Beth-
the Jews.
make them afraid, for the mouth (if the
and under hia tig tree; •nd !Ione shall
only when the extreme necesteltiee of the city 
anti a full tisket uunithated. tete and accomplished. bile is 110W Olt King, behold, there tiallitt t% isle Men from Loire hatii spoken it." • • •61 A YEAR. war command It. High tariff duties Selections were token from *great now- her way t • pet...smelly ask tlw appoint- the haat to Jerrieeleisi, may Mg, et here ie
were imposed to produce ra.venue and
ot names, and those more pigiular ment at the hands of the President. he that is teorn King ot the Jews? for
every poreilble form of extraordinary ber 
Ads lee to Oar Mum.loir OFFICE NEW ERA BUILDING taxes wer invented to save the life of placed upon the ticket. The meeting I Hurrah tor Miss Porter, if she is a Re-
we have seen his star le the East, anti ill every clty there are patriots, %limethe 
Republic. It was eupretue faeces- was composed of came fifty citizen' who! poblican!
are come to worship him " patriotism consists principally in eery-
7th, street, near Main, sity then, but the contimianee of such who met at the rink. It is to be re- The Ns; ERA Is constaritly Iii receipt Bore In Bethlehem (the city of David) ing their country by attending aseidu-
taxes, a day longer then they are hello-
„mit gretted that a larger audience was not of conimunicatione for pubileation with "for thus it is written by the prophet, ously to the bueinem of everybody but
MOPILINSVILLE. ILIENTLCILII. peneable to maintain the govern
credo, is -elthout excuse. present on the occasion. The new tick- 110 eigneture ettached, or proeibly wily end thou Bellthliem In the land of themmelyea. Iti every city there are re-
Unlike most nations which have had et 16 composed „f• ontidee, o.
Initiale. Nome ol thelli are interesting Jude*, rot Aot the least anineg the formers, *hose methods of reform eon-
_
ADVEIRTISING RATES. costly w rs, we are now devising meth- Howe, Peter Pesten, J. M. Starling, F. and bad the mtme of the writer only princes of J tides ; tor ma of thee shall slot presciently hi abstaining strictly
One ,ucti, are( insertion, II 5. tide to reduce our revenues. For several
additioual insertion, yi years as: have hail large surplus rev_ J. Brownell. M. C. Forties end Geo. signed would have linen pub bled. come a thorium that shall tole uny pee- from taking active inten st in any pub-.1i-illusion. On this ticket are four Re- it ie an invariable rule of this office to ple As the eisgel tiabriel said He matter and continuously kicking
limos by tit' mouth, quarter or year, Can b• enties to prs Memo iii legislation
east applIcation to the Prupeisior. reel to tempt the isibber red the lobbyist publicalie and three Democrats.arTraimlisat adviiruirriaaarr must he pwid for ta W hat, Ver tili• to Mary, "the Lord Gust shall give unto againet the power* that be and the mu-
te Mort centres.. Teelay we are op- 'selse ih conaiste of Geo. 0.
the [mine Of the lain the throne 01 ho hillier DeVid and dui operundt or the e odd le general. In
advance. I pressed by a eurplue of $100,000,000Charges for yearly aJverthiementa will Do ool- taken from the industry and bushier,* 44 ThnwPamh i';* P'CalliPtwil' S. E' Tries' writer. l'he name le not wanted llecea- he shall reign over the house ol Jacob every city there are sober, industrious,*sited quarterly. .1. NI. Starlieg, Omar eerily for publication, butes an evidence forever, ansi ot ilk kingdom there shall enterprising, public-spirited, moral,
•Il adverthetueuts !nestled without sesciaise the country witi t either neee.setity or Alec ifillilands
exense, and the practical inquiry is: Brown and D. R. Beard. Title Board th good faith on hi, part. be :io rein" As it was promised David Clirlatian citizens whose 'awfulness coll-
ates* will be charged for o esti ordered out
•cosouse•csooltd of Marriages and lieeths, not ea- HOW shall we reduee our revenues to consists of four Republicans, two Deui- 
_ 
___ 
"the Lord bath easels in (oath unto Piste principally iii making an honest
coshes a‘• Maar. lend auto.. et preaching Pub- the actual heed* of the gevertinient
meets and one I melees int. A ll over the ecuntry papers are emu- Deals', of the fruit of thy body will I set Beteg for their fasnilliee and 'serving the
itsiessi gratis. honestly administere I? The free-trailer,
As politics do nut and about,' not en- meeting upon the fact that ladies of At- upon no- throne." Ad lt. Ips a riiten Lord and tlithr country within the laws
mee obituary Noisier.. Resolutious of Reapeci and w ho w ai.ts to t'optele the hititistrt
DOW Matta: melees *vs twat,. por line. which is the wealth and the grateleur of ter Otto municipal affairs, it is not mete lents refuse to be stationed by men who *gam. 
-moo us (the Jeer) a child is of both stet according to the dictates of
• 
_ 
the foothill, cane ter the reduction id that the political persoutiel ot the tickets are know is to be °wet," and that re- born, iiisto us, il doll Id given, and the their own healthy emsecierices. Hop-
tariff II litlef tri stpialize trade boatels
•hould he taken into cosiseleretioe. r he ceetly two r tong ladies ot thet city left government shall to. upon his shoulders, kin/mine has them all.FRIDAY. DECEMBER 2.1881-. slits that our war taxes shall not bethis country and the a told, and he in- metier to be consisiteesi is a hich lis ket a .f ming gentleman ill tbe "trent "Pn" and Isis mime rtiall he called a ohdertul, To the first clase-as a word of warn-- _-  disturbed. 'Die !them ot our varied will more tidy represent the ititeresis of Ilia aiiiiimiodnic 0
 It lie Was '' wet•" Counsellor, the mighty God, the ever- hig, ore Wow faience; to the second Clatia
elite Labor patty is to have an organ and rapidly growing Industrie* calls for 
• growieg city, min which w ill better Now, that does not seem very strange. lasting lather, the prince of peace; et -is a word of advice for the benefit of
in Philadelphia. Secretary Liteliman, It the eh". ut war taxes, and for the
'serve its purposes. We svill not under- A lady in any city secede certainly be the iimease of ho go„r„,,,," and the ir 8,,,.byi biiiionsne,,, am' political
weintainsisce of tariff duties with Justla thought, will have enitorial control. diecriuditation in favor of our general take to either praise or cilticlee the excused from eccompaio leg a 3 °ling Peaces there shall be ilo end, ne-ti the 41) spcpsia ; to Ilie third class-as a word
It is to be a weekly, and the prise will industrial products. Which theory present B mod ad Mill-they are all gentlemen II lie announced that lie was oattsir tt.r. thirst!, aint upon his kingdom. of congratulation and tinudy suggt„..tion.be one dollar per year. shall prevail ?-Chicago Journal of Coin- esti known. The men on the new' tick- "wet"-at least it :maks as if the). might to order it, and to eatlildle It lt a irli JUe- for the ba-tters pro lllll :ion of their good
-- - 
__ 
et are also known t i y au, and you are to want to be so. tire, and a Ith bidgineut, ftom helices health and happitiees, we simply waist
neeree.
With water-worki and aeother rail- Neither uric nor the other. Happily judge of their fitness by their lives mid forth cyan forever !" "For in merry to say just this: °Chrietimut is coniing
road. Hoek's:seine wenn' net he long for the country there may be a tnedium
actions lis the peat. If you believe Ow The following from the Owensboro in-
shell the Vomit be eetablialied, and he on anti will arrive at the usual time this
in leadiug the interior cities of Keritturky
isi thoee things which go to make up a between three two extremes. We hate present Board tooter capable of looking quirer should he read with care by the
shall sit upoli it in truth sii tise Taber- year; you want to make your wile snd
growing eitye-New Era. an estimated surplus of $100,000,000 it is 
Hopkinsville. It is applicable
naele of David, judging anti seeking children happy, yoer soeethearts or
If she hail, and tisat toings up the dog true, yet were $70,000,000or $80,01)0,000 after the eity's interest, of betterieg its citizens of
tuture, of giving life to its undertakings to our city as well ae to Owetieboro. judgmeist red partitrx righteousness " r our friendo your sisters or your 00116-
questioo.-Clarksvills l'Obitet.-0- Leaf. of this anaemic cut oil it would enewer the
and pushiug it forward ite it should be The Inquirer dues not agree with the
"For behold the day is (-one, tenth the 'odor your aunt., and the way to accom-
Nlietaken; It is the council instead of 
citizen a ho pleads for • rest in the pro-purpose as well, atilt we would not then done, then vote fir theui. On the con-
„, great; of the city• A town must keep Lord, that I wile mire uitto David a plish this laudable ohject and thereby at-
fall has) the dangers of evreme leg's'''. trary, if you think the new ticket will moving on or the sluggish elements in it righteous Breech, mein Kiegehall reign tale happiness yourself, Is to go down
the slog.
The Board of MiSsions at its meeting tion. Beside)), the relusining mamma more fully repreeent the progretsive will amen themselves. Tree's are a bur- 
*MI prosper, and SHALL EXECUTa JUDO- illt0 your pocket for a dollar or • Mute,
could lo• easily disposed of to the benefit ideate, better carry out the wiellea of the den, but there are other Whigs much
IIIKNT •Pat .1ISTICK IN 1/1E b:AR141 In as the case neor Le-and take it around
in Nashville Friday eonsidered among
worse Hugh taxes-a miserable tlre pro-of the whole country by itnprovernentra people as to improvements, ansl see to itother thine the (ewe of Dr. Kelly. A tection, for instanee• Resisles. the pur- his dry Judah shall tie *trivet', and lerael to Jno. B. Galbreath & Co's. You canletter Was read from that gentleman fun 
that are aridly needed-the navy and
tliat her future does not suffer from want chaise of the water works call be paid for shall dwell sisfels ; awl this is hie Hanle spend It there for something nice for
coaet defense, tor Inetonce. There is a
of attention to her present needs, then out of the revenues derived from their whereby lie shell be called, the Lord our Christmas in a way that will do your
ly explaining his views on the Abbott-
great body-in thie cotratry alto believe 
management.Candler affair, which was entirely eat's- give them your support. Only, be sure 
righteoustiese. For beholsi the day is heart good. Titt y are just opening upfactory to the Board. Thia will be grat- 
that the reduction of the surplus should
you vote for that ticket which will fur- 
shall no their big stock and you want to call early
Ininnia Abbott's rather original meth- cume• l'aith lite birds that theYifying to the friend, ot the Dr. as well not be taken altogetior from the tariff ther the tilts 'IS iuterett in the way of al od of repelling • elergymaithi assault more say, the isord liveth a 'deli brought before the flea) rush begins. Take thisas to the church in general. 
or internal revenue; but who believes
that the quertion eau be eettled to best 
needed improvements. upon the reputation of the stage, in up-the children of Israel out of the land advice and you'll never regret it."but the Led liveth a Melt - -- --so * 1111.--- 
1;ashville, Tenn., recently, lase deprived ot Egypt.
a voligregit0011 DI one of the city Oi mostKentucky is coming to the front. An 
advantage by a divielon of this reduc- THE EXPOSITION. 
BewlIng Green Elopement.
Internal machine was recently found iii tiou, so that the effect may be felt In all The Executive Committee of the Ken- journmeet ot the North Alabama Com tlse house of Israel out of the Neal'
talented pastors. Previous to tile ad. Isrought up mid which it il the seed of
Phitsess le x at as in the city yes-country, and front all countries whither Mr.
the emelt os the Evening News, of pa. channels. This body is headed by Mr.
tricky State Industrial and Commercia terence of the Southern Methodist
terday afternoon and gave us somewhat
ducah. No one has yet been found who Carlisle, *Wee Welts are looked upon Confereme met in Louisville Thursday Churele at Turoaloose, Ale , last night. I had driven them and airy shall them in fuller particulars In regard to the elope-
s reaolution was adopted rt pies:fig Dr.will teet it. Vary should forward it to 
with favor by the preaident and all hie
Restrolutions were adopted favorirg an 
went of his wife with Dr. Clark, from
the Hopkinsville police force, whose cabinet, lied whose views are a reflect eoposition of the various raw products official position. Dr. Kelly's offense For "note the Lord is visiting the Gen-
t). C. Kelly, of Nashville, to resigit Isis their ',ICH L(411(i."
the neighborhood of the mouth of Gas-
reputation tor etticiehey and strict in- of the sentiment of a great majority of of the State in Louisville, and are re- was In upholding Mtge Abbott's course tiles to Coke out ef them a people for his per river. lie stated that on Friday
vestigation of anything of a suspicious Democrats. The country sill have to questing producers to co-operate witi It la possible that the talented singer,
name, (by the preaching ot the gospel.) hut he left hie home to go some distance
alien she made the move in question,
1 hen will he return (to earth) and will t
nature dare not be questioned. Meuse come I° t'"• Tee protection element them by providing specimens. The iin bad no idea of RA efl•CiAl ill advertising, 
..4) get a load of turnips, mud knowieg
send it at onee--if it is a real bomb. cannot longer be allowed to fatten at porten.ce of having the eohibit called it among other directioler, reaching so far. build again the Tithertiacie of David that he could not get back that night,
the expense of the people; and the free-
Louieville forwarded to the Centennial -Chicago Journal. which ia fallen dowts." For • day Is he got a colored woman to stay with his
Naehvine is having quite an interest- trade idea it ill be combatted wit'. force.
Exposition of Cie Ohio Valley and The above is rather amusing when it coming, when those who rejected the wife and child. That eveeing late Mrs.
log time over the election of mayor. 'Dila being the ease, a compromise inuet
Central States at Ciecinnatti in leeti was is considered that Dr• Kelly bail n° cons despised Nazerene, say hig "we will not Cox told the colored woman to hitch a
Toe Kercheval wing of the Republican necestarily result, and that offered by discussed anti tavorabie resiolutions gregation whatever in Nashville and have tide man to reign over us." "Cru- horse to the buggy, as she intended to
party have repudiated Littleton, and in the Kentuckian is the meet feasible and _,optsd.
This exhibit will be of vast that the official poeition he holds is Miss cify him ! Crucify hint I We have !to take her child to her sister's end then
a speech recently Mr. Kerebeval said at the sante t ime woes beneficial. The "
benefit to the State, for it will bring be- 'denary leessurer of the General Confer- king but Caoar." Who, because they go to church herself. Before leaving
he ,Littletoii, wee a dishonest trickster, "friend of our varied and growing In-
fore the country the Many advalitages erase, which body is perfectly eatisfied rejected him, "were led captive into all Mrs Cox gave the colored woman it
and if the vagrant law Was rigelly en- dustriea," also calls for the abolition of
of Kentucky ai regerds the variety and a ith him. nations; anti Jerusalem trodden of tl•e hote fur her sister and told ber not to
forced would be in the workhouse in the war taxes and the maintainence of quality of her productions. Our iron _ Gentiles," "shall be gathered from deliver it mail Saturday evening, In-
twenty-four hours. Numerous endear- the high toriff would hive the people
and coal fields will be brought more It is reported from Washington that among •Il nations whither the Lord stead of gollig to either her sister'a or
ing terms, such as "Midland hireling', pay a double profit ou Use goods that forcibly to the attentions of the great the Mermen lobby is agtin at work to their God has scattered them," "arid chum'', she, ber child and Dr. Clark
"guttersnipe," "vagrant citizen," etc., he manufacturts. lie would shut off
they shall dwell hi' the midst of Jerurs- come to lies city anti bouglit railroaa
proteet,re uiriff sod matiufacturing world, and capital wil get Utah admitted into the Union as amore to make the matter quite intereet- competition by a
flow iuto the State as s result. The tine State. Thoueande of cirs•ulars, pain- lem." "And It shall come to pass faith tickets for Gallatin, Tenn. in the let-
tug-to the Dosoatirats. build up a monopoly to grind the peo-
variety and excellent quality of our Malmo books and arguinet,te are seta :o the Lord thet I will seek to destroy all ter to her sister Mrs. Coe said they
ple at hie own sweet will. He tells you
the nations that come against Jerusalem would stop at *herniate 'thou,tants. Every ward in the eity anti every
The antis have carried the day in At-
that the tariff is necessary to protect the 
timber pro-Meta will speak In strung members of L'ongeem and greet them on
language to threw who tnanufaoture that their arrival at the umpired. Already and I will pour lipon the hotter. of David, Mr. Cow says there was no reason
"growing intliestrieen . and American
am! upon the inhabitants a Jerusalem, hot lie was aware of to cause Isis wife
precinct in the county save one went Hue of goods. The agricultural display hired emiesaries and attorneys are at
wet-the majority being 1,140. This labor, for without it we would go to the will draw- thither persons seeking hotness work upon congreesuien, and Omer are the 'gin it of grace and of sepplication i to desert bins i but says he desires only
dogs, etc. This is all very nice-forwee a great surprise to the Prohibition- Cornmittees have been forgod in each *eon to be supplemented by a larger am.' they shah look upon me whom they
nuw to etscure posseraion of his child,
lets, who expected to carry the ceunty 
him. Now, this compremiee proposes
congreesional district of the State, and delegation ot female lobbyists. They have pierced, anti elm') mourn ail 014 that hill Wife may go. Ile asked a gen-by at least 1,200 votes. The excitement 
to better thie condition of affairs for the orgaeleations in each county for the are sending PaniPillets to all the Jour- moureeth for his wily eon, and shell be denten to svi.oui he was talking a heal-
people. It will not take off all the
in bitternese, ass one is in bitterness for er it was most poosible that the Doctor
between oppoeing eitleit bitter. Every
haa been most intense, and the feeling
revenue from the luxuries, ea the Han- 
purpose of keeping the movement before nals of the country, notably "Ehe Con-
the people. The appoilitnienta in the stitution of the State of tnali and Me- lib first bone" ' For I will gather sill might have given his a ife P0111
dell wing wants, but it will cut both Seasond tomgreselorial district for Chria morial to Congress," emiesority Report !ashram; afoot st J ei mullein to battle, mid
peeeible effort Was made and the strong- 
mime her to act as s ...,, as he ea::
and equalize matters. For instance,
waste ild have acted aii
est iiithienee brought to bear by the Pro-
there are about 4.120 articles of import 
clan county are as follows: W. A of the Utah Cominiseiun" and art "Opiii- the city shall Ise taken. ' " 1 hee shall haIsibitiohiats to carry tit. election, but the Wilgus, Hopkinsville, Chairman; A ;on by Usorge Tiuknor Curtio" on the the Lorhthits fte ti 
..,..... ... .. StIP till! of her own free will.-Park City
eutsjeet to duty. Ot these, admit a few V. Towns and S. T Fruit, Hopkinsville ailMlatiow- eg-AthrtlfrThilt.Whire, fil-Tritiotio,"---rthhi.d hie fet t shall statad Thues.
:two vote was too strong.
of the neteesaries free, and leave the
-Ms-Vet...E.Biliagifdet ,-Prmtrinar; C. b. Bell, hope that the press will come to the in that slay upon the mount of Olives," 
-so- e or--
tariff xi it now rxisstri on the luxuries.It seemikas if there will likely be Lorigview ; T. J. Fuqua, Lafayette; J. reecue and bring their iefluence to bear "and the Lord my liod shall come &tadtrouble yet over the Candler-Abbott af- Of the internal revenue, cut off pert of D. Classly, Newstead; Solomon Smith, for Ita admission. The Constitution if all the ottillati with thee." "AND TIIK A man who hart practiced medicine for
the tobacco tax, as that le an agricultur-fair. lino comes the Alabama Confer- Crofton; S H. Myers, Fruit Hill; J. D. abided by is a good one, but it w ill not Luau (Jesus ov N•e•errit burn king 
-10 years ought to know salt from sugar;
al product, awl leave that on whisky asmace and requeeta that Dr Kelly resign Collin", Macedonia; J. J. C. McKnight, be abided by. Polygamy has a field on of the Jewo) SHALL 11X la I X il 0 V EB A 1.1. 
reed what he says:
hM Onto as Treasurer of the General it now Motide. Is this not a fair com- Garrettsburg; C. E. Rewire Bainbridge; the State that will not be shaken eff by IHE EARTH !" 
TOLEDO, 0., Jan. 10, 1887.
promise, anti prefereble to either of the o o te a sand now the ArkansalrOSon on o. .;aroetti, Casky; W. D. lourgto the adoption ef a dozen conetittalorte. Am' "Jerureirm," the city of the
Messrs. F. J. Cheney & Co.-Gentle-
ward with are", ition other extremes?
_ 
son, Iurgueorea Store; J. U. Croft, On its face it is fair, but underneath it grt at Knot, "the Joe (end metropolis) of men :-I have beers its the general pries...ens sheets as will Crofton; J. A. Boyd, Kelly ; M. D is retten to the core. 'f he praetit•e ist the whe'e eartli" shall be safely initab- tiee of medicine fur meet 40 years, and
te course, and in the event of THE SURPLUS. Davie, Beverley ; G. H. Myers, Crofton. firmly established, and while outwardly iced." i•stiiii it shall come t•• pet. that would ray hist lu dif my pes‘tice and
refusal, that Ike resign hie pointion. The dirpottition of the surples in the it may be suppressed for a time, really evtry oue that is left tif all tee within'
experience. have hever seen a prepare-
Dr. Kelly is one of the ablest men in the treasury is now occupying the minds of INTERNAL REVENUE LAWS. it will be carried on as it Ilan been. that came spline Jerrie dem, shall go up tion that I could prescribe with aa much
Methodist church, South, and this mat- the law-makers at the capital. No one Pereons are often heard speaking of a Their promises and cialuor catmet be de- from year to year, to teorslop th, Klov, i coutidetete of success as 1 can Hall's
ter is to be deplored onine account as seems to doubt tor an instate that some- "government license," while the fact is penned upon for an instant, anil were the loose of o,,ato, and th keep the helot I (swarth Cure, maimfat tured by you.
well as that of the church lie is known thing wel be done; but the great rotes the in tilted States government never le- made only to be broken. Polygamy is of Taaberneeles and it 61)411 be that %hoses'
Have preecribed it a great many :hues
all over the country as a thorough Chris. Lion which puzzles them all is how will sues a license of any kind, but merely , not dead, and until It is, Utah will nev- will not come up uf all she feniiiiee of and its a ffect is wonderful, and would
tian gerolernan, and one wtio ;nos done it be done. The country is worked up imposes a special tox on various occupg- i er ire admitted as a State. The appeals the etoth woo Jsrusalein to worship the
say in conclusion that I have yet to find
great good as a missionary. to that slate which will bear no higher tions, and a permn whose occupatioi to the press are toeless, because in a king, the Lord of Hosts, even upon Ile m
a ease of l'aterrli that it would not cure,preesure and warm some means are coulee within the list laid down by htw theory at least their belief is kliow/i to shall be ro rale."
if they woulsi take it according to direesas their new eovered prae- For 'Ojos' hails is•st emit away his ileilt- tioml.
Public improvement always benefice adopted to take away Olio burden, great lias to pay the special tax inspoetil o• be as strong
more or leas private in•lividuale. Water- injury will be done. The preaddent and that occupation, aud secure a stamp te ices are t asty aed brutal. pie," "Ma lelesesess isi part its happened yours truly.works will undoubtedly benefit the pub the heads of the V4110110 depertruents ehow Ire has paid that tax. The Inter mite lisrate (mill I lie Indio/AIN of the 1, 1, GORSUCH, M. D.,News From Carksville-lie; also they will be a help to private hIve all expreesed this sentlineet time nal lievenue laws uf the Utiited States G faits be c1.1ilie iii, and So all Israel Office, 215 Summit St.eitieetes. Amoug the wany other ad. and again. The gnat wing of the Dem- government ienposes a special tax nen NOM e two Noy. 25.--A special to .11.11 be slaved, as It is erstten, there We will give $100 for any ease of Ca-
paorsges, the decrease in the ineurauce ocratk party favor it, and it only re- twenty-live kinds of business or ()coups- the American says: iletirY Adderholt, •liell come out of Zion the Deliverer, t orh that can not be cured w ith Halos-rate is no little matter. 'file Premiums mai" to be leen "Iletlier Mr• Randall Lions, among which is the busineee or the man who created a senaation last tied shell turn away ungodliness from Catarrh Cure. 'Felten internally.paid on insurance in the city lat a very and hie little issitooing win fall into occupation of reteil liquor dealers, slid summer with Ida floating saloon on Jacob '' For "0 ere shall come forth a I°. J CH EN EY & l 0 , Props.,
low:estitnate Envy be put at $16,000 per line or take the responsibility upon every penmen engaged in Omer occups Cumberland river in defiance of State rod out a the stem 01 .1 ...at, and a 
Toledo, 0
annum. The ineunume rate according to thenoeives of deleating the will of the Inoue bail to pay the special tax and se- law, is at it agate. Ills boat is at Hager Breech shall grew uut of lila root*, and infrhiold by Druggists, 75 eta.
rellable4eurea at hand is about 15 per Peolde• cure a special tax stamp before sante can good's Landlitg, hi Cheatham county. 1Lae Spirit of the Luau shall rest upontrent. higher here than in Clarksville Mr. Randall desires that the surplus ba lawfully carried on. An erroneous Adderlion was attested last July by hins, tile spirit of wisdom and melee.
........--_.
with her water-works. This would be reduced by cutting off the tobacco opinion eftlella to be held by tome per- [termite' M triliel Lowe fur smiling wills- stsuellig, the sphlt of cou lter! and The Wrong Boa.make • difference of $2,400 per year ils alnl whisky tax. Mr. Carlisle is will- ions that the paynieut of the special tax kY, •nd boom] over liV Comoliseloner might, the spirit of knowledge and oh Monday moreleg Fraek Morris andInsurance cliat would be saved to you. ink to concede $20,000,000 of the reve- on the business or oecupation of retie )4silee to tile Federal Court• lie liad the fear of the Leith; red shall make George Oweley, the Otter a colored manThies would &Whom if not altogether pay nue from manufactured tobacco, leaving liquor dealer exempte the special talt- government lineisse for telling whisky Iiiin of quiet untie/ens:el/rig iis the fear got off the five o'clock trahi, having inHopaineville to build there, and thie is that on cigars arid cigarettes as it now payer from any penalty or punialiment at tiligegoOd Landing, Wit not finer or of the Lome and lie seen not isidge al. charge the Milli supposed to have allotroily oue item. There'd tooliey its pro- stands. In return for this he ail de- Provided by the laws of any State or steamboat licomie. lie now claims; to ter tire sight of Ilia eyes, neither reprove B. F. lout-glean. The prisoner wasgreerion. Mend that eurtoni duties to the amount county fur carrying on Use same. '1'lle have the proper governineht liceitee, and after the !tearing of hie ears, bust e ith heavily alieekled slid was ininiediately$50,000,000 be taken from articles that United /stated revised statutes ray s that that the ntate and coillitO ball no rIgIsleendnelle *hall lie judge the poor, hicareerated in the county jail. The
To tiay au .eJection will be heir' in At-
are in coniuton use in Ode country and the payment of the special ta4 itnimm 4 authority over him; that he is &Ming mud rept ove with equity for the meek to news of the arrest wits kept very quiet.
haute to determine whether the city will that the hoe list be increased by the ad- by the Internal Revenue law a tor siarry husilleee On the Public high weY Under the settle and be 'Mall antite the earth There was considerable doubt as to the
be "wet" or "dry" for the next two 
national authoeity,
dation of raw materials that we are in :rig on any trade or business• shall slot with the rod of hie metith, end a ith the officere having captured the right Man,
yeara. Business is entirely suspended, daily need of. Thie seems rearlonably be held to exempt altY Person from en} Monroe Rogers, Montgomery County breeth of hid lips ttbajj be sky the 4 bout JO o'clock Monday morning Chief
and both men and women are upon the fair to the protection elemeet, and penalty or putilehment provided by the Registers &lid Jae. Br Williams have wicked, and righteousiess shall be the of Police Biggerstaff, Frank Morris and
streete diectiosing the gumshoe. A great 
would not be a concession on their part laws of any State or comity fur carry Mg bought Ur. Rd. Bryant's farm, 415 girdle of his Milo, ate! faithfulness the George Oweley, with Jtio. W.Payee end
- deal of feeling is manifeeted, especially to a free trade policy. That this quell- on the same within such Stetson comity acres, known as the old Williamson mill girdle of hie reins. Anti the wolf also W. I'. Wirifree, entered a carriage and
becauer the ladies declare that they In- tion must be settled some way ia cer- Persons Hying in prohibition or loess Place• TheY Paid $15,U00 -The old shall dwell a itli the Iamb, arid the leop- with the premier repaired to tire reels
tend to Lave free lunch sottish upon the tain, and that COnCeallinlie must be made option counties, towns or villages who custom mill was destroyed by lire sev- an) 'hall lie dowe with the kid, and the deuce of Marion Meacham, where lay
streets, and hand out lunches to colorsd by both wings is elm certain. In the apply to the United States Cellector of eral years ago.men who vote for prohibition. One old calf, and the young lieu, awl the jut. the wounded man. 'file sumemed email-face of this, it seems tbat Mr. Carlisle', tide district for special tax 'stamp& fur Several Ore. have oceured in the coma-colored man says of it : "I see in it the ling together, ens! a Hal, child shall lead sot was brought into the presence ofproposition shoulsi have little oppoel- retail liquor dealers are always informed ty this week. Minor Andereonh 'ramiegreatest danger. White ladies are in- them. And the cow arid the bear !Melt . r. Fourgoiean who, honsediatady up-Hon. Thi• is hot free trede doctrine; it of the tact that the payment of the spe. near Einggoel was buria Monday even-eking this familiarity, and yet if one of tied, their young 011es shall lie down to- on eeeing him, declared he was theis a medium betweeo the two eotretnes, vial tax does not exempt them from any ing ; huildieg e melt $2,5e0. Mr. A. leasour youngeuen. emboldeued by this in- e gether, and the lion shall eat straw- like arm g party. The orieoner appearedanu otie calculated to better carry out putiiehment provided by their local a Pn'in'Y in Wood's ageneY l'or "5° "" the ox, and the aucking child shall play iiidignant at having been arrested and
vitation, Ghouls' speak to one of them the ideals of the whole people than any- law's. furniture. He also carried a policy inthe next day, he would stand a mighty I thing elec. If the surplus is allowed to Pitman's Agency for $1,030, which ex 
011 the hole of the areosuel the weaned brought to a strenge city to answer forgood chance of getting lynched." Lit- 
accumulate much longer it means ruins- A BOARD Or PARDONS. pired lately awl lie refused to renew. 
child shall put Isis liana tin the adder's a crime lie never completed. lie gave
Don to the people; it memos the hoard- .fenneessee's governor expresses hitu- The residence of Thomas O'Neil , wad 
den. They shall Hot hurt nor destroy in his name as Jordan Caldwell and says
tie or no bustneas has been done in the
past week, all being too much excited lug of Isundrecia of minima of dollars self very plainly in regard leithe punieli- I Moe Ogberii, in the Eget,' district, 
all my holy usouttuaiti, for the earth shall he wad stepping oil a boat at Hendersoneve( the light. 
tuent aed pardoning of criminals. lle ' were burred Monday and Tut sda: 
be full of the knowledge of the Loau as when detained by Messrs. Morris andwhere they can do no possible good; it 
the waters cover the sea, sod in that day owsiel•i • sista that the State ought to have • nights; no ineuratice.means tightening of the money markets, there shall be a root of Jesse, which
On November llth the brewers and
Board of Parsions; that the governorand time causing a run of failures that
hail not the time to investigate all the shall rued as an eiseign of the people,
welters et Chicago quit work and spent
the day In mourning for the executed 
' Blaine to the Front. s tile Jews'. 'Ini it shall the Geetilem
would be 1'1011011d If we spend
petitions that are sent him. Governor s. sanarcloate and in drinking beer to thrown 
"And the kingdom. anti do- woo) Baby was suck o•gdy• her Cr star*
this surplus-all of it-then that nieans
a continuation of the war taxes; it Taylor takes a very reasonable arid sem _New noire, Nov. 30.-A Washington seeh•"
Whui she was a Child she cried for Cairtorla,
their sorrow. Timer employers issued a 
minion, anti the greeters.' ef the kitig-means that we are to continue showing gibe! view of the matter and the few in- 
!special to the Herald says: NI r. James
When she b.naine Yuma, she ching to Caftans,trona the elianeele of commerce a sum Stances he gives ere as only one in a 
ii. Blaine la expected to reach ean Free_ dote meter the veliele Heaven, shall be
Whim shit bad Chltdrea, Mir gave Uses Carlissia.
circular Informissg the taken that it would
not be healthy tor them to repeat that 
given to the people of the saints of theequal to that needed when war ripen huildresi. Timee and without number 
elect), Cal., on his return to the Unitedperformance, and intimating that lese 
Moor limit (the t•hildren of Israelisutures were highest. If we strop it, are cases brought before a governor States, on the 20t1i of June next. Hesympathy fooeither dead or alive anar- 
WhOlie kiiiiplont is an everlasting 'slug
-___.,........-
chaste would serve their own intereste then it means that three nriiiione can re- where the punishment seems severe, yet 
as ill return via Japan. Five days after
male a bele I lb. y ought ; it memo a better Ise has not the time to investigate. 
his arrival ifl Safi FrefiCite0 the Nation- dotn, and all dinnioions shell serve *lid
condition of efforts the citatory over; it Many are thus. compelled to sutler re- 
al Republican Convelition a ill be held. Am Answer Wasted.
better. l'hese noticed have been posted 
obey Him," "whom the heaven itilletin all Ow houses told the men ate rut 
nfr. Blaine will remain in California un- receive instil the timers of the vestitution To nig COtioril of ihnotessine:merino that the country people will rio verely for a slight ofrenre. Again, easestheir ears about it, and threaten to call 
til the nomination has been made. 'restoration) of all things, which God A new ticket has been put in the fieldlonger pay oilers to support the city me: where the °finesse is great way betheir employers to time for the "insult." 
one of Mr. Blainee party niamigers, hath "pokers by the mouth of ail his holy against the old Board, representing thenopellet; it u.eans that the many will brought before him when he is busiestChicago can hang a few Inure ir tisey are 
who Is authority for this otatemeht, Says prophets shiee the as mist began." Note progreitsine nem of the town. Will youno impose make wealthy the few through with public affairs that cannot be neg-not eatirtied, awl not snske a wry face at 
that the Maine statesman will be re- lie offers solvates:I "ta Wrote 11101Wy altd please say if the present Board will, ifprotectiors granted their ow is private Its- lectern and brought with such powerit either. 'Dime fellows never seem to 
nominated, praet ically o 'theta opposi- %sellout price." nen lie vvill say "tie- elected, give Ull a market-house? if so,dustriee to out money in their own that lie way grant a pardon, rely isig up-
pockets. on the reports and the high etatiOlig of 
time jos presence in nonfood* win, part trent me ye cursed into everlasting we are for the old Board.
know when they have enough, and the
We can save you taxes every y-ear by
indicatione are that Spier, Engel, ete , it is believed, create eo great a furore es lire, prepared tor the devil stud the mi-le 1E85-6 thrie arm $12,t00,000 of the petitioners for evidence that ha has
anal they ean play at borntethrowing import duty collected or articles In a not the time to Investigete. In this wise toirelnaluzihti
lim sitolipee.solid vote of the en-
il is Journey across hoeing puniehment, bio the righteous we can do as we have always done-rely
gels, ails) three shell go away Into ever. a market-house, and as for water-works
will soon be joined by a few comradee,
as serude condition which enter into corn- he may do harm unintentionally-. The 
ten providence to send the rains.
much art they like-provideil the devil 
the continent will be, according to the eternaL"mon 11St through dornestie induetriee. matter will likely be brought before thedoesn't object. 
present programme, the greatest ova- Anti "Its the regeneration (recreation, T•s. Inatome.Some of these articles are produced in Tennessee legislatere, and if passed, don ever accorded to an American the resteratime whets the eon of man P. S.-Please answer tills coreruutilea-
Old federal soldiers who believe that this country and sonic are Dot. All of will at least take a great reeporieibility 
'ion and say if you •re in favor of a
them were neceesaries, anti the people statesman, not excepting that of Gen. shall slt upon the shrone ot hie glory, ye
the adinialstration is unfriennly to them from the governor's shoulders.
had to pay the thirteen million! of dot- Grata in IS79. Nebraska, Missouri, (Isle apostles; alien sit upon twelve marnet-house•
should note the increase In the penisiou 
-___.... 
----ale. •tars to the Kovernment to get the bens- Kentucky, Ohio and New York will be throne*, judgieg the twelve tribes ol Is- 
Thanksgiving Dimmers.
list. It waa timught that last year's was It is an undisputed (set that where thefits of these necessaries. Anti it is three visited by him enroute to his home in rael" for "I appoint inao rim his spot-
The various. hotele and privets) board-
s good work, but the net lecrease dur people of a cite lose Interest le its mu- .
millioes which are locked up in the nicipal elections, that r•ity POOD goes to 
Augusta, Maine. ties, a kingdom to my father hath anoint-
ing the first four menthe ofsthe present 
hag houses in Hoiskineville Thursdaytreasury that is caueing the country this et! unto nie, that y e may eat and drink atSimi year exceeds that of last by 6,783 the dogs, so far as government Is con- 
.....-...-.-....-
my table hi tny kilsgsioni, anti sit upon funnelled a theme for conversation nottrouble. There are a number of articles eerned. Carelesenees or indifference on Tralms Collided. 
60011 to be to:gotten. At the three prIn-
Tbe vetoing by the presideet of a nuus-
be decreased ie, thrones judging the twelve tribes lif le-that the duty should either the part of voters is productive of loose- CHATIANo0(44, Nov. -25.-A terrime 
, clpal public houses, the Merin's, Burks,
ber of pension bills during the LW see-
reel." "Ami many shall eoute from tee
"ion of congreee caused' great rosily who collet° I occurred on the Cincinnati
east arid west and shall slt down with and the Lewis House, were spread tables
or taken off altogether. The duty on nese and corruption on the part of oM-
slid not Know the juettiees of it, to be- Southern Road near Nein°, ninety-tive
Abraham, and Isaac, and Jacob, in the supplied with every variety of Rubricate
steel rails, on wool, on tin, lumber, dials. When, interest le reanifeated inlieve that he Was not friendly to those miles north of this city, last night be-
kingdom of heaven." "For it shall tie' food, supplemented by the choicest
glass, salt and medicinee Is excessive voting, when no man is certain of les
who fought for the Union. S:1141 IS not and should be reduced. In this manner place until elected, then official records tween an extra freight going north and
come to pass in the last days, the moun- lielicaeles to be procured in the market.the surplus could be cut down and the are cleaner and government better. A freight No. 15, coming south. Both en-
the ease. An examination of every one 
tain of the LORD'S house shall be estab- At the Nitride the tables were never
so these bine only diecioses the fact that people be benefitted by getting the man tnay be an earnest patriot, a deep glees were badly wrecked and seven cars
'irked in the tcp of the mountains, and apread with a choicer repast, INCIttl ad to
the president wee onlY himrding the goods cheaper. tot this reduction be thinker, and hard worker where national of the extra teleecoped. Fireman Ben
shall be exalted above the hIlls ; and all quality and quantity, aud every dish
treasury from fraudulent claimanta. made on necessaries, the things which or State affairs are concerned, but in Cook, of Science Hill, Ky., was inetently
nation' shall flow unto it. and many evinces] careful aelection.
n•here was not one veto placed upon a bill are in common use, and not on the lux- tome government a sluggard or an in- killed Will Brakeman George Lannuileg,
people shall go and say, Come ye, and ' 
 
-olle-40---do-----where the claimant had good grouude toles. If a man wants the luxuries', let different man. He scents tO think not. of Ludlow, Ky., crushee so that he died lire Universe/hoe are making 44'00<1let us go up to the inoulittain of the Lord progress towards the
for a pension. Out July 1, leen there lien pay for them; if they are imported, !ileitis! affairs beneath his notice; too at 4 o'clock this morning. Engineer
to the house of the God ot Jacob, and lie a i i 
building of theirwere 365.7e3 pendia:seers upon the rolls. let him psy the duties. What is wanted small and lesighificent to waste tiine Holieuback was badly scalded about the
will teach Hs of hie ways, anti we will 
C.1t/rt-,1 dere. They recently bOlightOn July, ltet7, there were 406,007. Even le a revision of the tariff that will help upon. Yet he is Dot too hidifferent to feet and legs, and Conductor VVatson Abernathy's garden lot, oti Ninth Street,walk in his paths; for out of 7, loll Shall and live or the congregation have elite 
 
this nig Meioses is being distanced this the tuillione and not the few. complain Wheel the abuses brought about was rieriously hurt. The wreck was a
go forth the law, and the word of the oteibest over $1,00U to build the church.
year. The Bniresti of Perms/us has been by his own neglect of ditty crane before bad one and the road Was tiOt cleared un-
Lord of Jerusalem, and lie shall judge 'rimy will begin to-night to holt' prayer
erewded with work, yet the promptisees Neoliville Maa reversed the Biblical ils eyes; nor will he heeitate to eon- til 11 this tnornine. 'Die blame for the
among the nations, Chill shall rebuke
iota ankh claim, have been settled I," order of things In Re Dime Museum. denim Omni in strong terms. '1'lle rein- meetings at Henna Hell on Virginiaa Ling ft. gib} Samson ski and the mueeum ed is in o 
acs•ident is phteeil on the night operator
man peo let a the «I all e •
, ...es Is • .e. 
.40
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A Society Event. Let There Be Light.
01.e of the most complete enjoy- Weeder if it ever motored to the sear-
able social eseertaiiimetste the @moon age elt!zen that our city is poorly
was given last Friday 'sight by the lighted. Ad far as the lights go they
Cuisirte Club, at the tephtetice cf Mr. or• e""ligh t"r the Foment,
and Mrs S. C. Mercer, oil Nerth Main but they don't ise Or enough. Terre
street. Ahnough the tarailser Was ex- ought to Le a st r. et limp at every cor-
m.dinig h y ot"gus., aloe, a large party uer from the reek brine on north
assembled under I lie lititipitabie root. Main etreet to the reablenee I t r S. E.
Trice, end from Om Phonix Hato' to•nhe spacious pallets, brilliaistly Illunii-
the South Kentucky College oil Ninthtotted, presented a beautiful seem- %lore
In tnitigiesi ferbion slid beauty. me street. The road to the depot, especially,
evening Wall dellghtitIlly spetit, should he lighted up, as it le traveled all
Was not Until late that the gilepla totsk nouns of the tilithe There has 'wee eon-
their delearture. Among thote preterit sitierable et•inplalia made III, Ill.1.01111t of
were the follow leg 'Adler : the Street lamina bring exthiguisheti so
Miss Susie black lace mid early, eepecially In view ot the fact that
old gold silk, pearls. dining all eligagetnelit at the lipera
Roes Stelishagen, blue ciuminere and House !tundra's!. of peop'e are compelled
cream silk trimitilege. to feel their way 'ague.
Flora Tiler, pink silk, (Imo. train,
-1-.11;11P-ItOn.-----paseetrienterie trimmings, peat Is.
Eunice Fuqua, cream thosittre natural A novel au,' interesting suit was be-
no:laeirs. Fuger, cream flame', pink afternoon. The public will retnember
fore Judge W. P. Wintree yesterday
triWnitill'llileigWallace, old gels' soid blur silk, a three eighte• eng 'gement at the Opera
"Andress' novelty ehow" which played
natural fI 'went, pearls. Houle some time ago. Mr. A•istr -seLillie Wailer, light blue silk eitibroided antioureeti from the •tage, is! additioo
wiNfilialti it:111.1lektustii. soothes' elle, black every ticket would entitle tit t liol Isr
to printed eiretilanethat on the lam night
lace 1 illathotide. a prize, among which, some one wouldMara it Mercer, white silk, eream 11rim $23 ie emelt. Subsequent I Vet1111lace Mer.lredd ith pit.k. develoeesi the feet that the announet-Lialei:Miillphell, raellisiere, pink was fraudulent ro tar as the $25 was
toeicereeti. A conspiracy Sias, to allLizzie Mereer, boos is silk, uni gold appeal'anced, teat-rest hole by Mr A. D,
g• El.ditiunde, black silk, Whits whereby Savage was to draw the $25,
Holocene John Savage and Maltese,
trinutningr, diamonds. but refund It after the performance. Say-Mrs. Jolill R. Greet', clean) silk, age, however, says he never obligatedpassible Wei ie. hiniself to returns the money. Mr. Rod-Miss Stapy Gatewood, l'retiten, Ky., gent Inatittited milt &Koltun Mr. Savagecardinal plush, diamonds. anti niaile W. 11. TS bl.• party to the same.Carrie L. Read. Louisville, Ky., blue Mr. Rodgers repreeented his side of theplush, diamonds, natural flowers. caee and T. J. Morrow defendants.Lucie Prince, Gallatin, velvet, alias After hearing all cf tile evidence,moulds. 
much of which was ludicrous, the JuOgeMiss McNeil, Bowling Green, Ky., upheld the dignity of the court by dis-
carnidal silk, white lace overdress. inireing the suit with a gentle hint thatPatti Mercer, cream cashmere, cartilisal the whole affair was a dirty piece ofvelvet.
Fanny Fairleigh, cream silk, lace swindling.
trimmings, (Hewett's. Sometkimg Neat
Messrs: Jouette Henry, Victor nowt, may Ire seen in the allOW window of A.Etid Boyd, W. 'I'. cooper, Henry Aber- C. Shyer & Co., in the Way of a hand-nathy, Llvy Buckner, 1. L. Smith, kerchief display. Stop once as you passiiiryan Hopper, W. B. Weeks, Henry by and take a look. It may possibly in-Stites. Sam Mercer, Prentice Mercer, duce you to not "pass " bia "look"Lu. H. Petree, Will Tandy, C'apt J. H. further into this large establishment,Green and Eturnit Cooper, were the wherein you will find a display of hand-gentlemen present. some goods. of welch the window is but
ses-ese--- • s:nall sample. The Shyers know how
A perfect specifie-Dr, Sage's Caterrls to do it and a ill treat you "square."
Remedy.
Communicated.
The sudden death of the above mom 
Editor New Era:
Gaza% Itivaa Ctrir, Woo , Nov. Is -
eecellent citie•n Tuesday merning woo
Walk nf 4. U. Johnson.
I desire to add mine to the many other
a complete shock to a large circle of 
congratulation, of Mrs. Louisa Cole-
friends and relatives in this oounty. 
mate whom 1 have known since 1860,
'file deceased lived uear Alleneville, 
and even prior to that, on the anniver-
was the fatber of three chiltiren and
worth in money and real eatate ueor .was not my privilege to be
joy many Just such pleasant affairs. It
eery of her birth. May she live . to en-
MS, 001). liis death is attributed to a 
present on
complittation of dieeases. As • 
that ocettiem. as much as I eliouisi have
einem successful buelness man gao:dd 
liked to, yet my heart went out t • her.
Christian gentleman Mr. Johnson hot 
She is and ever Ilse been an eatimable
few superiors, and his death will be a 
Christian lady, loved by als who knew
great loss to the community. The burial 
her, kind to all with whom she came in
took place near Hadensville yesterday• 
contact. She hag my beat wishes for
Be it said of him, though dead not for- home in heaven,
her future happinetut and at Mat • bright
gotten -Todd County Progress. AN OLD TIME F.-RIP:ND
Children Cr
FOR PITCHER'Sa
 I
 .
Centaur Liniment is the most wonderful Pain-Curer
the world has ever known.
G OR T rich Annual Session begins asst.ated in the tounrui "tau,, areas"litti. Old and experienced. Seto-
abill groves. region eon y ailed tor hearty and health Chariega=
Pa 
low kw 
-elms codes. Fall Faculty. Der mares. filer rah ail
ea mei ese astaiemse is B.. M. DUDLEY, D. D. V
of B. S., A. and A. K., coeferred. before de- "E
 ficE
 owN, Ky.
Chas. McKee & Co.,
Staple and Fancy Groceries, Farmer's Hardware,
Seeds, Produce and Provisions,
Die•r t• Russell's, 103 wails Street, Heliklei•yll lc, it ),
gerGoods Delivered Free to all parts of the City.
▪ IttWittailla til: t tt 7M.
• Ilvr d..11as. In • Rob& r and
at Lis Snit hair hour s experience in
a st rim ends to his sorniw that It laharil a Deter protection man • mos-quito month not aril feels chagrined
at bents so badly Worn but alsofre:s Ina doe not auk exactly lite
Ast-tei the-a-FISH HISAO/ rat-Waald -ea net have the r aux D. weniffOr
.71+14+++++444-is
ed),- weal. eer,ce(nt,t *Or.) Kartnent that will kayohat dr) In ttw 1.•rdest stuns. a
coned loW ER'S rise BRAND
sLic•xit. name familiar to every
cow land. With lbws
ths Wad and W=cif
l',ot • I .a..r's r..s Brand
IfroaricyVeCatalogr. S.J. e 'A- • malouri. 4=4
 • 1.÷÷+++
KI
SIAN
The only brand of Lanndry Soap ea
awarded a Arst eines nodal at the
New Orleans Exposetion. Guaran-
teed abrolutely pure, and for general
household purpoets is the very beat
•
OAR
u 'sPills
stimulates tb• torpid liver,stemsertki•
ems tbo digeolly• organs, regulate%tie bowels., sad are tusequaloa as ea
ANTI-BILIOUS MEDICINE.
Is malarial districts tbeir virtues
moo peculiar properties f
ar• widely remiss med. as *bey
*be system from list potema. boss
small. Steely sugar eip.•$44. Pries.
SS mats per box.
BOLD EVEZirvnuati.
Office, 44 Murray St.. New York.
(Dr. Tutt's Manual seat tree to any addreem)
BENETOLENT SOCIETIES.
norameretes Loma. No. Si, A. F. • A. M.
R. Ill Yairleigh hi.
Lodge meets al Masouic Hall, IrdThompson Block, /rat Monday sight laSouth.
ORIENTAL CHAPTER NO. 14., Z. A. If.
Thomas Rodman, H P
Stated roseate/Aunt! Moaday of eachtaoath at Masonic Hall.
MOORE COMM•NDERY 1110.11, T.
8r. Kt. F. L. Waller, I. C.
Meets 4th Monday in each mouth at MmoilicHall
ROYAL •ECANUM. HOPEISPYILLE COUM
CIL, NO. M•
los. I. Lambs. Aext-
Meets lid and 4th Tliarsilays each lease) siJ. I. Labdes' once.
HOATON COUNCIL NOACHOIDIN FRIENDS
M. Upsets*, Chief leowaseser
Meet& at I. O. 0. F. Hall, lid aad et/ Studley is
each alioack.
CHRISTIAN L.OritilL, NO. NO, R. es M.
R. 11. A mamma. Dictator.
Meets let and Ird Tined sy mali siesta alit, M. Andersoce Hall.
EVERGREEN LODGE. NO.* 01 P.
James Breathitt, C. C.
Lodge meets the hi and 4th Thursdays la ay •
ery month al 1 0 0 F. Hall,
ENDOWMENT RANI, I. OF P.
L. R. Da•la, Preet.
Meets 34 Monday in every most\ at RAnderson's Hell
KNIGHTS OF THE GOLDEN CROSS.
V. W. Crabh, N. C.
Meets the 1st and Sd Fridays in sash mouth
in basement of Cumberland Presbytermetheme
ANCIENT ORDER OF UN ITED W GRAM EN
W. H. Lee, M. W.
Time of meetiag. Id and 4th Tuesdays at Me-
Camy. Route A Co.'s
GREEN RIVER LUDO& NO. le, I. 0 0. F.
A. S. Caldwell, N.
Meets every Fr day sight at L 0. 0. F. HaU.
IIERCY ENCAMPMENT. NO. IL I. 0. 0. V.
F. F Heedereoa. C. P.
Lodge meets 1st aad ad Teuroday Disks, al I.
u
ORDER or THE IRON HALL
John Meayon, P. C. J .
Meets 4tli Wednesday ia esea mesta at Jobs
oayon'e
FLORENCE LODGE NO 27, DAUGHTILEd
OF REBERA.
Meets tri Monday night at I. 0 0. F Ball
COLORED LODGES.
UNION BENEVOLENT SOCIETY.
Meese lai aad Sd Monday evening ie ead
month, T o'clock, at their lodge room, Mass
street. second story over 'looser sad °versals.
er's building. R. McNeal, Proudest ; Ned 'Par-
ser, see.y.
FREEDOM LODGE, vi, U. B. F.
Meets lat and Itril Tuesday nights in Postal".
Hall, Court street. R. W. dlaea, W. Si; L. 5.
Buckner. Secretary. •
MUSA DORA TEMPLE, NO. la, 12. Or I .
Meets al and 4th Tuesdays la each month ,•
U. R. F. Hall Postell's block Court streetAugueta Momen, W. P; Came Banks. D. fKatie Casty. Secretary.
HOPKINSVI 1.1.E 11011eilL NO. 111441, 44.
or If.
Meeta tad and 4th Monday isiglits at Houser
and Overehiaor's Ha Main street. C baritesJesup N. (i; William Gray, 0; E. W. Glass.
P. 8; Witham clerk N. F.
MYSTIC TIE LODGE NO. MK, G. N.
OF F.
Meets ist and Ird Wedamday a4Sie of easb
month. atlas Joliette,. N 4:1;C Rolle P• -11
LISS BILL LOINin MO. 15 1'. IL-meets7111 night in each month at their Lodge room
:10 o'clock Henry nybo, President; C H•
El &metier-re ter.
Sufi MIMS &CO.,
Respectfully in•Ite the •lia• lag public to their
Tonsorial Parlor I
•IR CUTTING.
88 AV150
CHAMPOOINis,
HALE-DY USU.
BOOTISLAL I Sir ascii
Hair
Done 111 tes •ere liegtelyui. Akeslielaid by I
DreosingDOWN THEY GO!
J,titte and 1. II Jima*. •ll
Polite aud Skillful Marlboro
Don't forget the place.
701 street *dimming EXPreas Ofece
$65
 00
 DOMESTIC for $25 00.
$55.00
--•-WHITE FOR $27. :011th $111t147
With 3 Drawers and all attachments, Cover & HOPKINSVIT,Tir KY.
38th Tow. Samos
DO NOT LET LOCAL AGENTS GULL YOU Tuesday, September 6, 1887,
With their nice talk and 100 per cent. profit. Buy your A FULL CORPS OF PROFESSORS
Sewing Machines from AND TEACHERS IN ALL.
1E1301:,..113tGOLT.A.WC-rJr1E3FLIES • The Coarse of Study Embraces
DEPARTMENTS.
l'he factory price on -White- and "Domestic.' machines ART. SCIENCE, LETTERS, ENGI-
NEERING, NORMAL, COM-is from $1S to $22. Why pay agents $35 to $55 when
von can save agents' profit. Needles for any machine Roth sexes admit', il to the Study Hall and
hi ERCIAI, end MUSIC
20 cents per doz. in stamps. Reference, any bank or respect: to the brit. 1 oung ladle* Board with
Recitatica Rooms. TIii is a /school equal in all
the Prev.i.lent in College Building l'ouag gen-business house in Louisville. "
moderate Yoe further particulars, catalogues
Ileums in private families. Price of lsoard,
Etc. address JAMES IR. beCriteillIPEidelle:t.R. C. WHAYNE, Cen'l Ag't9
• or Pref. 'W. L. Lirscomm.710 W Jefferson St., Louisville, Ky.' •.......p,......•.,
omething We All Want
rirCrS6r2E5.
Rubber Dolls,
Wood.Dolls,
China Dolls,
Bisque Dolls.
Doll Bodies,
Doll Heads,
(;ames,
Watches,
Horns,
Mechanical Toys,
Balls,
Ten-Pins.
CNetxxclile,ss.
French Cream,
Stick,
Chocolate,
Marshmallow.
Cocoanut,
Gum 1)rops,
FrEnchChocolates
Haystacks.
Nongatines,
Bon Bons,
Caromels.
FELLTITSEI.
()ranges,
Apples,
Bananas,
hernons,
Grapes,
Pears,
Figs,
Raisins,
I )ates,
Sultanas,
Citron,
Canned Fruits.
Imported Preserves and Pickles, Canned Goods of all kinds, Nuts, Jellies, Sardines,Lunch Goods, Cakes and our Celebrated Cream Bread.
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THENEWERA.1 Wendt g oculitupt-
few Ere
People who were sitting In the rear of
the church during the lecture of Mrs.
St' John Friday night were very muchThe  first snow of the seaweed' fell here 
7-FICHilstammis 111- annoyed by t cod nuct of some oisy
prinfmg and paallaning Co. I Sunday aftern
ooti. he 
n
boys. They were old enough to know
The leading jeweler and most reliable Ibetter.
watch-maker is M. D. Kelly.
Mr. Birch Walker and Mist' Lula
Not a single tight-not even a dog Gary were united in marriage Sunday
fight-have we heard of this vs reit. morning at 10 o'elock at the residence
Si A YEAR.
RIDAY, DECEMBER 2 1881.
To Subscribers.
The date with your
name printed on the
margin or wrapper of
your paper shows when
your paid subscription
expires. If not renew-
ed, your paper will be
stopped on the 1st day
of the month succeed-
ing that date.
an) ,octrtu.
. J. t• . Wolf, F.vanstills, was in thlritv Mon-
day.
Mr. It It. Loner, of take it', Fla , is in the
City.
Mr B. F. mania. tte-sei .101, Icel., is in the
ciSy
Mhe Maine Garrott, of iingsiew. is in the
city.
Mr.. t. has. Mayors, of anton. Ky., is in the
city
Mr. M M. H•ohery. of Church HO% is in the
Pity.
Miss Georgia Bush. of Roaring Springs, is in
the city.
A. 111 Long, from t rofton, wart in the city yes-
terday.
Mira 'ianaie Barber has rei erred from a visit
to Cadiz
tine Maass ES Y. of Cadis. was in the city
th•a week.
Mr. To Graham and wife spent Wedseaday
in the city.
Mr. Rd Crook, of Owensboro, spent Sunday at
the Phtenix.
Owen Smith, of Penibrote,spent Wednes-
day is astray.
Mrs. C W Williams. re kites bet n quite ill,
is convalescent.
Mrs. Lou Grthaso, of Fain it w. was in the
city Wetineiday.
Mr. J. H. Hillman, of Trigg Furnace, spent
last week in the city.
Mr. -lames Muutgeowir r. of Oat Grove, was
is the city this week.
Mr. J. 1). McPherson and family lettiW ednes-
day for Madisonville.
Mr. John Ireland and bride arrived is the city
laat Saturday afternoon.
Mimed Katie and Betty Breathitt are at Hen-
devote !slatting (made.
Mr. Meek and lady, of ft ism, are in the city
Ileitis, Mrs E Guy sm.
WWI Enema Coleman, of Princeton. is .n the
city •Uutiag Mrs. McKay
Mr Baker Raattonl is is the clty atkoding
the Heat ey-eilliatrt show.
Mr. GeargeStiaw. et fairriow, sprat Tuviday
and Wednesday. the city
Mr. Joan T. Rebirth, of Trenton. spent Tues-
day with fneerhs is tise city.
To Kolietta, foreman of the Empire moos
spent Wednesdsy a the city
• Loolye Gary. et Church Hill, was visit-
ing (nerds is the city Tue. lay.
Mum t arrte l'rearliaw of Eartusgton, id visiting
the family of Mr. H. P Campbell.
Messrs. Wick and Most Dawson, from Roar-
ing Springs, 'Tett Tuesday in the city.
Me Sr. J. H. Ferguson. awl John Seargeant,
of salu brut, were lot he city lart Saturday. I
Mss Mabel Dodd. who has leen attending I
c 'liege at Greenville. 14., has returned home.
Mrs. B. E. Campbell, of ihtjikin,vilte. is visit
ins at Mr. Milton Gast's.- oressboro Hessen-
ger
Now that Thankogivitig is over
municipal election is next in order.
Mr. K. McRae has moved from Nine-
tenth street to Virgieia street near
Eleventh.
RII.NsW your subecript ion before your
paper stops; only $1 00 a year a itil tick-
et in the draw leg.
llopkineville wants weter-woiks, and
wants them like a lent)* in 'l'cxua who
wanted for a pistol.
The young children of the city were
handsomely entertained at the Methodist
church Thanksgiving evening.
Mr. Samuel 1'. Harry, brother ot G.
W. Harry of this county, died at. Wallo-
nisi, Trigg county. last Tuesday.
Mrs. Ned Walker, who resides near
Mr. Calvin Layne, has been quite ill for
several weeks, but is convalescent
To BENT FOR 1848.--Store room on
corner Ninth and M tin Stot., opposite
Pt Le 'ix Hotel. D. J. Gem.
We OKDKIR any patter in the world
with the NSW ERA, cheaper than you
can get it otherwise. Call fur club pri-
Ceti.
An enjoyable social was given at the
residence of Mr. Henry Stites, Tuesday
night, by the young ladles and gentle-
men.
the
Not a single wan paid State and coun-
ty taxes yesterday in the ottios-the first
time in tire years such a Haug lias oc-
curred.
Mr. J. 0. Rsst discussed popular ed-
ucation and national aid In a convinc-
ing manner at Lafayette last Friday
evening.
Miss Dora Nall, of McLean county,
was baptised by the Rev. Mr Pres-
tridge at the Baptist church Sunday
evening.
Chicken thieves are on the ranipage.
We have beard of several citizens who
have lost their entire supply of the feath-
ery bipeds.
A little 11011 of J. C. Courtney, living
two and a half miles northeast of the
city, killed ten partridge.' at oi.e shot
lain Monday.
A great deal of moving has been done
this week, and it will go on for several
days yet. Vacant houses are glary" In
demand here.
It will never do to alt down and fold
our betide and wait for improvements to
come. Enterpriee mid euergi are need-
ed to push things.
Although strictly ?) a prohibition
city, there were quite a nuuMer of the
-slightly limb' iated" niell on the streets
Tirankegiving day.
Turkeys who were so fortunate as to
save their scalps during the Thanks,
giving holiday, can now gobble without
tear of being gobbled.
Now id your time to have your pic-
tures taken. Cabinet Photograph' re-
ductd to $3 per dezeu at Andersou'e
Gallery. Come at once.
Mr. Cave Ftemiog and wife, of Gar-
neral. was in city Friday, ri presenting the
Mom Lowe Bowden, of Frankfort. Is vting POlit-Dispatch. 
Mr. Marshall established
her eteLsr, Mrs. H I aldwell, on South Main an agency with.tialbreath wt Co.
street.
Thursday night was awfully dark, and
Mrs Annie Miasmas, ol Liarkav spent
we.teemday mad Tilers lay e th Mrs w most people had gone to church before
Harmed. the lauip-ligliter narde hi. round, and lie
Miss staple tiabeweuil, after an eltecile.1 visit "skipped.' a Vial wan) lanips, Coo.
• Hethe„ Art.berwow. who haa be.,o at ! rAtaburg, have the sympathy ut the
Bowling buten for Defend day., is again in the , community in the loss of their little son,
riwf. ! aged 12, last Wednesday night.
Mr. Twyman Jr • of Lake t. ity, Pla , arrived I Mr. F. L. Marshall, of St. Louis, Mo.,
Is the tity randy to attend hie mother's tu-
to Mrs. I t iabnia, returned to her borne at
'Freston weriessastay Should a neappaper for even a short
igw,„ t.eorgia Wood; f Ilopknsville. i„ time ignore the interest of the ci y in
log the family of h. r brother. L. Wood.- Which it is publiehed,.a cry and a Cow-
1, Lori*. Ile Tobacco-Leal plaint would go up (loin every hand.
Mrs. Jim Campbell. who has been visiting her
father, Mr. Jahn Bell. left Thursday for her
home a Sell Francisco, Cal
Mr. Lee Games. of Moststonsery, but fernier-
trot this'ettyloptur•ed through here Thurslay,
eszoute to Los A agele .1st
The New 1 leket.
Ar the m -eting of citizens Monday
Hight at the rink a few changes were
made in the pier-Olin:A of the
ticket. 'Ilse ticket for councilmen
stalide: K. I' Campbell, M. C. Forbes,
Julian Hord, Alex Gilliland, J. M.
Howe, J M. Starling and 7. J. Brows
nell. There are three of the old Board
on this ticket.
-
The Comely Jail.
There are now contieed In the county
Jail ten prisoners. Will Wallawee. Alex
Gant, firefly Western, quint Tyler,
grand tart tny ; Harman and }ternary
Stauley, manslaughter; Robert Davis,
grand larceny ; Jack O'Dotiald, mali-
cious shooting; Wm. 'Ferrel, malicious
cuttirg and wounding, and Henry
Long, shooting and wounding.
Syrup of Figs
Manufactured only by the California Fig
syrup Co., San Francisco, Cal., is Na-
ture's Own true Laxative. It is the
inapt easily taken and the most Plosaa-
antly elFective remply known to cleanse
the epetimp when billow, or costive; to
• dispel headaches, colds and fevers; to
eure habitual constipation, indigestion,
etc. For sale in 50 cenui and $1.00 bot-
les by H. R Garner. Hrinkinsville, Ky.
Died.
Lucile, daughter of G. W. and Amen- '
da Lender, died. Nov. 27th at 2 p. m., at
the home of her parents near Belleview,
of catigestion of the bowels, after art In-
nate of two days. She was a remark'.
b'y bright and isiteligent child, twelve
years of age, and was the joy and pride
of loving parente brothers and sisters.
The sorrowing (smile' have the
sympathy of their many friends.
The Municipal Election.
The city election comes off the second
Waturday In December. It is highly lin-
pertant that we should have faithful,
caldera*. men to preside over the desti-
Metro( our city. flood government in
Just as essential to the growth and de-
velopment of a city ILA • State or Re-
public, hence the Importance of elect-
ing good men who wilt give us a wine
city government. There are a good
many persons in this city who stay
away from the polls when city officials
are to be elected. and when a ticket is
4 chosen clot they do not like, they take
it out in pitching into the officials. The
right way for thew to do ir to go to the
polla and vote for men whom they
think will subserve the interest of the
city.
4 jobbery.
Last Satorday Mr. John Brim sold
some cattle to Mr. A. S. Hays, the
butcher, aad reeeived $60 in cash. He
had also made other collect ions during
the day, making altogether about $100.
Saturday night, or Sunday morning,
some scoundrel entered Mr. Brim's res-
idence, 006111111t. 7th street, and abstracted
the entire sant of $100 from his pant's
pocket. He heard no noise during the
"Iblinight and ita.unablo to account for the
'manner, which the burglar effected an
entrance, unless with a skeleton key.
He thinks the rubbery was done by
some one of the gang of tramps that the
city is now infested with. Mr. Hays
• noticed three suspicious looking negro
boys eyeing him when he counted out
the $50 to Mr. Brim, but that gentlemaii
was unable to give the names of Uwe
negroes. The police are now investigat-
ing the matteri with a view of ferreting
out, if possible, the real culprit. Mr.
Mrs. liary Smith, the icily who was
knocked insensible on the streets several
days ago by Harry Clark's team, arid
who receivt d severe ii jurit a, is im-
proving.
Oil our 4th page to-dty will tr. found
a striking arid instructive ilinstretiori of
the mruparative worth oh the variou•
kinds lot bakihg powai.ere now in the
'market.
Mr. Ned Jones had returned Hum
Birmingham. Ile expected to be ac-
companied by his brother, but the latter
was quite ill.
John Yocum arid William Smock
were taken to HopkinsvIlle yesterday by
Sheriff Stout, Deputy Sheriff Buzarth
and Ed Crook..-Owelistenu Inquirer
Monday.
The young gentlemen of this city gave
• delightful entertainment at the resi-
dence of Mr. Z. P. Campbell tart Thurs-
day night. The evenitig passed off
pleasantly.
DoN't BORROW the New Elt• when
you eau get it a w hole year for only
$1.00 with ticket in our $1,000 drawing,
Subecribe now and get it the balance of
this year free.
The L. I N. Railroad Company have
employ ed cfficers to protect their prop-
erty thie winter, to prevent a repetition
of last year's pilfering, by which they
lost some $5,000.
Samuel Hodgeon, Sr., was hi Hop-
kinsville this week superietendieg the
erection if a monument over the grave
of the late Livingston Leavell.-Clarks-
ville Tobacco-Leaf.
The Merin) Sale of the Lipstine stock
continues this week after *hick it will
soon be over. Dou't [MPS Odd oppor-
tunity to secure bargains. see the ad-
vertireinent elsewhere.
A number of ladies and gentlemen
assembled at the hospitable residence of
Mr and Mrs. Jr10. R. Green Monday
night and spent an enjoyable evenirg in
• 'axial game of euchre.
Messrs. John Burnett and Frank
Adams, of Ilopkit Bailie, and harry
Barrett, of liendereon, who attended the
german Thursday night, have returned
lonue.-Peducsh Standard.
Mr. John Johnson, of Pembroke, and
Miss. Lizzie Steger, of Longview, will
be married Sunday at the residence of
the bride's mother. The couple are well
known people of the county.
Mr. Joseph i L. Brasher, assisted by
Mr. hart Bronaugh, captured a wild
lunatic at (Amity one day this week.
The patient was brought to this city
Tsesday and lodged in the Asylum.
Judge W. P. Winfree and Rev. J. W.
Lewis spent last Monday rabbit hunt-
ing. They walked probably twenty
miles and only bagged a mite, hut the
Judge says they had $5 worth of fun.
Tux New Emit Faze for one year with
ticket in the drawing to every person
who will get us up a club of live new
subscribers, at only $1.00 a year. Get
us a club and renew your subscrip-
tion.
As will be seen in another part of this
Issue the citazene' ticket for the ap-
proaching municipal election has been
somewhat modified. The new ticket is
made up of three of the old Board of
Council.
Circuit Clerk C. M. Brown, in at-
tempting to plek up a displaced stove-
pipe in his (flee the other day, burned
his left hand. Ile says he "didn't know
it was hot,'' and now lie is nursing his
arm in a sling.
of Dr. Sauford Gary, three mile olith
of the city, the Rev. J. N. Prostridge
officiating.
Hopkineville has declined to build
water-works on the ground that she
can't r fiord it. Hopkinsville ha a lost
niore by- tire in the past flee years than
two water-s orks a ould cost -Os etis..
bort) Messenger.
litopkinsville papers are trying Mod
to stir the t•itizems of that place up to the
buildiug of city water-works. No place
of Hopkineville's size can afford to be
without this convenience and neceesi-
ty.-Henderson Journal.
l'he remains of Mists Hattie Lovier, of
Lake City, Fla., were brought to this
city and iuterred in the city cemetery
last Thursday. Miss Lovier was well
known in Hopkinsville, having resided
here with her parent') several years ago.
Messrs. Durrett Moore and Frank
Campbell, tat) tolergetic end enterpris-
ing 31 ung goitleteell of this county,
lett We'lliestley mottling for I.os. Ange-
lea, Cal. 'Huy go with a view of pros-
pecting. The NEW ERA %JAWS them
good luck.
THA: NNW ERA FRES, fr011l DOW 'till
Jan. It. to all new subscribers also pay
$1 00 for next year. -Renewals also
$1.00. Every subscriber gets a ticket
in our '88 draw lug. Don't let your pa-
per atop, and ask your neighbor to sub-
scribe new.
Mr. R. A. Peck, formerly engineer
for F. L. Ellie tt. Co., has accepted a
position with the Owensboro Electric
Company Mr. Peck is a hardworking,
industrious gentleman and a skillful
mechanic. He will not move his family
for the present.
In 1858 President .1. W. Rust, of
Bethel Female College, will celebrate
hie centennial, that is his fiftieth year
as a teacher. It is probable that his
numerous educational friends will fit-
tingly cominemorat•-• the occasion.-
Courier-Journal.
lire. St. John, a ife a the distin-
guished St. John of Prohibition fame,
delivered a lecture at the Baptist church
last Friday night to a large and appre-
ciate audience. The lady made a power-
ful lecture which was convincing tied
inatructive.
Mr. A. W. Roper, Jr., son-in-law of
Mrs. A. E. Mt Kee, of Lougview, this
county, died in St. Louis on the 10th
Inst. He was buried the following
Tuesday. Mr)Roper hail many per-
sonal friends in this city, and was fa-
vorably known throughout the country.
Lou J. Beauchamp, the popular young
orator and linnitirist. will deliver a lec-
ture hi this city on December 12th and
13th. His sui ject will be "Cold Water."
Mr. Beauchamp is a well-read and cul
timed scholar. As a lecturer lie is scarce-
ly inferior to the world-renowned Ji.o.
B. Gough.
Witint stiay night Mr. 1Villisin Thotnp-
eon stepped from his train at Pembroke
to get orders. Ile slippe I and fell and
struck his twat against a cross tie, re-
ceiving painful injuries. Dr. Sargeant
bandaged the wounds when the train ar-
rived ha re. The comluctor thee a eilt
on to Karlington.
All sufferers with idlch chrotlic ail-
ments as liver disease, dyapepala, blood
diseases, cough, coimumption (ocrofula
of the lungs,) and kindred diseases
should know that 1/r. Pierce'e "Golden
Medical Diacovery" is their best friend
In such deep slffictio». It corn' s to
soothe, alleviate and cure.
Mr. C. Nolan, ot ('en tile auu Simi' yrs,
who Was charged with the killing ot Lee
Gaieet , was exonerated in his trial at
Cadiz The Court, after hearing the
evidence, gave the opiniois that the le-
fendant was justified hi making the first
two shots but not the last two, as either
of the first two would have been fatal.
The defendaut was released.
Messrs. Dr. Stone, Frank Waller, H
M. Anderson, Dr. Patton and Jno. C.
Day, of Moore Commandery No 6, went
over to Clarksville Mon'lay to be present
at a reception to be gireu at the Clarks-
ville Knights Templar hail lite Clarks-
ville K. 'I'. will confer the Red Crown
degree Oil eleven canditiates, after which
they willall participate hi a grand ban-qtt.
Rev.F..S. Gibb closed a series of meet-
ings at Hord'e Hall Sunday night. The
Universalist church in this cl4 has en-
gaged ttla services for a year to begin On
the fourth Sunday In January. 'the
church is composed of good and enter-
prising people. Mr. Gibb has been
preaching good, practical Christianity,
and his people are sangeine in their hope
of great auccees.
Geo. W. Royster, of South Christian,
and Mies Mettle McDade, of Montgotn-
ery, Al.., were married at the bride's
home last Thursday eveeing at 0 o'clock.
*r. Royster is a well known and prod-
peroue young farmer of the Longview
neighborhood. Hue bride has been a
frecoept visitor of Mrs. James A. Mc-
Kenzie, and no young lady who visits
the neighborhood has made a more favora-
ble impreseion.-Clarksville Tobacco-
Leaf.
R. V. Pendleton, Volney C. Clark,
Thos. Elliott, R. M. Anderson and EIN.
James P. Pool, have been appoilited by
the court as supervisors of the tax
books. Pereons who have complaint to
make will appear before them on the
first Monday in January. They convene
first Morday and hold their seesion for
six days. It would be wise for tax-pay-
ers to preserve title notice, for alter the
session adjourns there will be no relief
for persons improperly asseeeed.
Thankegivire; Day was very generally
ohserved in Oda city. The posto•ffiee,
telegraph office, express office, the
colleges and uhools, the three benks,
arid a few stores were closed. There
were no services at the douched except
the Methodist, all other denominations
being attracted there to listen to an able
sermon i•y Rev. W. I,. Nouree. The
church was tastefully decorated. A
number of young men left the city in the
morning to celebrate the day by a big
hunt.
We understand that the butchers and
slaughter-house nien are gun'y of main-
taining a nuisance. The nature oh the
offense is that of throwing offal and re-
fuse matter in Little river, near their
slaughter pens. A lot of filth and de-
caying animal matter has lodged against
the piers of the railroad bridge north of
the city, alai the consequence is the
emitting of a sickening odor. 'Itie
matter should be investigated and the
parties, if guilty, made to suffer the
penalty of the law.
It seems that Hopkineville is about to
suffer a repetition of last winter's depre-
dations. She was completely at the
mercy of a gang of thieves, who ran-
sacked innumerable residences anti bug-
Incas houses with impunity and few
convictions ever followed. To-day the
city is infested with tramps. These
men are here for no good purpose, and
should be promptly arrested for va-
grancy or made to move on.
An unsucceseftil attempt was made to
dence ot Mr. L. VV. Melina, tan miles
wept of Hopk Ilir vine, Mr. J. M. John-
son, of Naslivill1., Tenn., and Mho; C:,r-
rie Blakely, of Certileen Springs, a ere
united in marriage by Rev. E. W. Hot-
tonily. Mr. Johnson is a man of gi od
butdriese qualification,' end Nlise Blakely
IS Pile of the lore:nu/it youeg ladies of
her oration, arid well fitted for the life
she now enters upon.
George Hightower, a huckster front
Todd county, had two fine mules killed
by the cars near the city Thursday morn-
ing. He left his mulea and wagon In
the lot at the Clarksville Warelomme.
By .onie mes uS the animals got out Rini
had gotten oe the L. St N. track, near
Red river trestle, where they were run
over by a north bound train and killed.
Mr. Hightower places his loss at 9325.-
Clarksville 'l'obacco Leaf.
MeElrees Wine of Cardui is for sale
by the following merchants In Christian
County.
H. B. Garner,
G. E. Gaither,
Hopper dt Son,
J. R. Armistead,
Clifton Coal Co,
W. II. Nolen,
W. H. Martin,
M. B. Miller.
Hopkinsville, Ky.
• I
44
Mannington, Ky.
hasn'oridge, Ky.
Crofton. Ky.
Pembroke. Kr.
Kt Rev. lthiliop Dudley made a vial-
tithaeste Grace chuich on Situ -lay. the
27th Inst., to.d preached at 11 a. nt and
p. tn. At the night service, the rite of
eotifirmetion was admildetered to a class
of four persons-Mr. and Mrs. t'alter
Rossingten, Miss Mamie E. Akin, of
Bethel Female College, and Miss Minnie
C herisbach. '1'lle services were not so
well attended as is usually the case when
the Bishop is here, owing to the disa-
greeable weather: 'llibee who fa:lelT1
hear him miseed a great treat as his ser-
mons were both i eloquent•and powerful.
John Skinner, alias Henry, alias Cox,
Fourgucan's assailant, Was seen tiesr
Herndon last Friday. Steve David
'mapped his navy pistol to Skinner for a
oouble barrel shot gun, which, with an
overcoat, wee stolen from a negro who
came to town ye-terday and swore out a
warrant for his arrest. Elbert Bell also
t-lainis to have Peen Skinner and says
the latter freely admits that he shot
Fourretean anti would die with his boots
on rather than be arrested. Ile was
armed with several pistils. The SCOUIl-
drel boasted of having been perched tip
ill a tree when a posse passed under the
same.
The Japanese P  mentioned in
our last issue, to be held at the Ninth
Street Presbyterian church on the Stli,
9th and 10th of December will be quite
an attraction for the holidays. '1'lle la-
dies propose to make a display that will
equal any in theclty, and are determined
that their supper will not be the least
attraction. Every body knoas what
lovely articles come In Japanese Were,
and they have some really exquisite
ones at prices that nearly everyone can
afford in buy big up their holiday goods.
There a ill be no admittance fee and
everyone is invited to attend whether
they purchase or not.
W. P. Winfree. county j eige, notified
0..v. Buettner a few days ago of the dep-
redations of one Jelle Skin' el% fill -is Cox,
the rupposed aseailant of B F. Four-
(peen, aid asked him to u ffer a reward
for the man's arrest 'I he governi•r,
understanding that Skiener was an es-
caped convict, replied that $100 was a
State reward for every fugitive convict.
Judge Wintree yeste-day *rote a second
letter to the governor, detailing the des-
perate character of Fourquean's assail-
ant. He stated that Skinner was on the
lighway as a robber and desperado, and
asked that $500 be the reward for his ap-
preheerion. No anewer has yet arrived
from the governor.
PREFERRED LOCAL8
EVERYBOOY
Should read the Ken-
tucky New Era on next
Saturday as we have a
surprise for our cus-
tomers.
Dassett lc Co
On Monday it 4:30 p. m. at the real-{ pREFERRED0OCALS.
READ MB.
1Ve hive just open, dip a Mee stock
of dry goods, boots, silo., hats, caps alai
furnishing goods, it 21 Ninth street,
hear depot. We ttlsi etry a good stock
iii groeeries, re. Is"e leitee to say
to our !Heeds that nor a, tild appre-
ciate their patronere gratet
than we, and we s'algtiaraniee our
vriees as low as floe limit Oli till goods.
Keeper:July.
GILLILANi& KENNEDY.
OLVW
The Jempler
at ill give volt a bergai in I/lemma!"
for the holitia3 P. COME eon and give
hint a rillther to tornieli im with Dia-
mond goods at 10 per tilt, above the
wholesale cost price. 'Yu will find it
to your leterest to call rid see before
purchasing elsewhere.. lone early atid
give him time to fill your niers anti you
will save money. Constn him first and
1..arn rioniething.
LESSONS IN ART,
1.J I 1::' rl' I 1\T M
S CK
Must be Closed Out at Once !
Only Ten Days More to Buy Special
lestructions given in Oil and China
reasonable rates. Bargains.Painting. China tired aid gilded at
MISR WAR/tell), liaple street.
eekly New Era A General Line of Dry Goods Still I:Indisposed of.
Jailiiari n n \fils
ow 
di 1889, A Large Lot of Cloaks and Shoes at Your Price.
tt ith ticket in our Premium Dietribution
JNO. BOYD, S. C. C.for onlyONE DOLLAR.
Land for Sale.
The Davie Farm, near Howell, Ky.,
on Saturday, December 17, at 11 o'clock.
I will sell niv tract oh land, known as
the Davie piece, situated two miles north
it Howell, Ky., on thk. Palmyra road.
This place contabot 142 acres, more or
less, lies well, is well watered, has on it
eubetantial improvements, and is very
productive. l'he place is rented for ISM,
at it good price. aml the mites for said
rent will be turn it over to the porch:med.
TV.RMS OF SALE :-$1,000 emishi, and the
balance in tour • qua Ipayllielita of one,
two, three and four years. Sale at
Howell, Ky.
Mae. II. 'I'. Mt esamo.
11110H01181TatO
V I fIG I N1.1 sTREET
GROCERS,
Family and fancy
groceries of all kinds.
Hay and bran for
stock food. Free de-
livery to any part of
the city.
Bulk Oysters
fresh every day. 
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For 1888. Crammed and JammedIS THE CONDITION OF OUR
A farm of 130 acres,
near Gracy Station;
good land, plenty of WITH THE LARGEST STOCK OF
timber, comfortable
house and outbuildings.
About 60 acres for cul-
tivation. As it is late
in the season we will
rent to good tenant
very low.
For Sale.
The Lipstine house
on Ninth St.-The house
has a store room at-
tached with plenty of
room for a family. We
want to sell and will
give some one a bar-
gain in it.
For Rent.
4-room house on Hop-
I per street. Price $18
per iinonth.
DEC. 1st 1887.
We Have Been on Top
A long time, now we
tumble through the
bottom.
Read, rettieniber, take advantage of
our great SACRIFICE SAI,E to make
a clean sweep before the Holidayis-
Note these prices, compare
them with thoee you have seen and thole-
'tiered by others tor same goodie and
maybe not so new ItS ours.
3 All, Settrutar all, our Felt Hats, no
t exceptions, at 50cts.
I All our Velvet Hats, no exceptions, a' I
niust go, 50 cts.
( All our Felt an-I Plush and Fe't and
- Beaver Combination Hats no ex-
ceptions, 90 cte.
All our Silk Plush-Plush anti Beaver
.; Velvets and Straw Conthinations, for.
flier price $2 50 to $400, now down to
I. $1 25 to $1.75.
Every Mlesee Felt-Plumb-Velvet
3 anti Straw Plain and Conihination
/ down to 25c. 50c. 75c. and $.125.
3 All our White Wings for Sailor Hata
18 cis. each.
Ladies and Hisses Straw Sailors 25e.
Felt Sailors, Black, blue and Light
t Colors, all down to 50a.s.
( All Fancy Feathers cut down in
't proportion to clean up Stock.
All Plush, Velvet, Antrigann and hi
fact all our tine as well as cheap Hat
( Trimmlugs cut down in propertion.
We will also sell
every Wrap in our im-
mense Stock from this
date on until all are
closed at prime East-
ern cost NOT including
burglarize the reeldence of Mr. J. F. carriage.
Hawley Monday morning. Mt...Hawley
left home about 4 o'clock to go to the
gas factory. An hour later some un-
known person was heard trying to force
OWE DOLLAR renews your subscription open the rear door, which was fastened
to the Wemeov New ERA for tele Year by means of a heavy trunk being placed
and gets you a ticket in our big drawing agaluat it. Mrs. Hawk • vs Lb*
'
is here PLEDGED to
For Rent.
7-room house for '88,
North Main. Price $14.
For Rent.
7-room house, for '88,
on Champlin st. Price
$15 per month.
For Rent.
Mammoth Double Store Rooms
o mg, oa s, an e s, oo s
Dress Goods. Furnishings, Notions, anti General Dry Goods for
FALL AND WINTER WEAR.
We can quote you lower prices on the above than any house in Hopkinsville or adjoining
cities. Our endeavors shall always, as in the past 28 years. be to please in Quality, Quantity
and Prices, giving all our customers the
Best Goods, Most Goods and bower Prices
Than any other concern this side of the Great Metropolis,
We Invite The Special Attention Of The Ladies
TO OUR ELEGANT LINE OF
1C:0E1.1K.S;9 .VVI.-Ealpsi and. eTELCILE.etfil,
Also Children's and Misses' Cloaks. Our stock is the largest and newest in the city, and we
Def3r Cilcs122LIZOtiltil.C.X1 C:1013. lEoliissIx C31•ELinIZICIL4a11.tgE3.
Before purchasing look through our immense stock
Cblci
M. FRANKEL & SONS.
13 and 15 Main Street.
N. TEI;, CO.,
A 4-room cottage, on
.Champlin St  Price $10
per month. orchant Ttilors.,--Fire and Tornado Insurance written in
first-class Conipenies, and prompt at-
tention in case of lose.
Negotiating Loans a specialty With
US.
We rent houses and collect rents, and
par taxes for thou-residents. Come to
see us if you want anything in our line.
Canis & Co.
Rain street. Poet-face buildIng.
Hotel for Sale.
LEWIS HOUSE
AND FURNITURE.
Hopkinsville, - - Ky
Near Depot.
Terms, part cash, balance on reasonable
time. Apply to
M. LEWIS, PROP.
my word Livery and Feeaemem er 
fulfill each line of 
-STABLE,-
above. I T. L. Smith, Prop'r,
v.,
Opera Building, No. 108.
Elegant stock of FALL and WINTER Suit-
ings at Lower prices this season than ever.
Newest patterns, latest styles and perfect fits
guaranteed.
SOMETHING NEW.
Just received some new parlor
suits, wnich are the finest, hand-
somest and, at the same time, the
cheapest set oi furniture in this city
AT
Gossett's store on 9th street, just
back of Phcenix Hotel. Receiving
daily all the newest designs in Fur-
niture, plain, fancy, fine and cheap,
and
GOSSETYS
you will find is the place to get bar-
gains. Why? Because he is a new
man and wants trade. Because he
believes in "quick sales and small
profits-" Call and try the new
FURNITURE STORE.
STATE COLLEGE of KENTUCKY Pure Kentu,cky Whisky
Elti5( PlItIft 1.%).011t11 .4111) I •••1141
irricultural Mo.han 1,;. Eugineering, (..;liusm,-•1, Normal silltaol. Miar
1VI•apclic,iimEa.1 1:10-12.ripcsisebeii.
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CHESAPEAKE, CHIO
SollitiviesigniR.R.Co.
The 'Southern Trine Line through the
VIRCINIAs
- TO--
Washington,
Baltimore and
Eastern Seaboard
Cities.
-TH - 
Direct Route
To Memphis,
New Orleans,
-And Mt Points
Arkansas and
\ Texas
Thruagb TWA** are now on Sate. Call OS Or
aldrem
B. F. M ITCHELL,
ern' Pam. and Ticket Ag't. Louisville, Ky.
TIME TABLE
TI
era & Nashville H. Ch.
Mill. ilmed.
Dapart-Trunt Owensboro 2:9.1 p m ft :60 a in
Areire-Owensbore . . . le:4A a m 6:10 p at
Depart-Ces teal City 
' 
o  
cao • in 3:M pm
4 :33 p m I :MI p SI
•rnve- " o   413 p m 11:16 p et
" -   f.:60 a m 1:00 p in
Depart-iturelleille  0:16 a m 11:1:. • m8:11p m
Arrive-
- 
 
 
SAG p NI mati p m6:14 am
....
rrel.art,-Adairville  S:30 • a
Arrive- telairoile 9.11p m
K • ELLS,t4en'l Men'er.L.uhrrille, BY•
W M NTRWROLD. Sleet Owenaliora
----DEALER IN--
HARDWARE.
GUNS!
AND CUTLERY !
Pistnis, FishinE Taff,
Hunting Outfits
Iron, Wagon Timbers,
HORSESHOES EXCELSIOR WAGONS.
I ,
BELLS AND ROPES 1 I
INFANTILE
SKIN DISEASES
Our olde.t child, now si% years of age, nes
aa leant six mouth* old a as attacked with •
virulent, mieienant akin disease All ordinary
remote'. fail leg we called our (Amity phy Ole lam
Who attempted tocure it; but it weed with
almost ineredtele rapidity, until the lower
portedu of the little fellow's person. iron, the
m1.1.11.. of him back down to his knees. wall one
solid rob. ugly, painrul, blob-loot, and mall.
eine.. We had !turret at night, no peace by
dio.. ly, Me were athletes to try the C
Till it • Ilk ete11.4 The effect was emplv mar-
Telt u In three or four weeks a ...u,plets
etre e ie. a roteiht, learn g the little fellow 'a
a hoe awl healthy as though be had
sever mem attaeked. In my opinion your •al•
U•t11.- otved his life, aoid to.day he ts
a steer g. healthy child, perfectly well, o repe•
Demi u, the doe- me t acing ever oecurred.
6E0. H.SMIT11.
A tey at love and Kx-Pros A ley. Ashland 0.
RIKYaltk•i J. 6. Nene Diuggist. Ashland,
Thousands of Children
Are born into the a orld every it., with some
eezematent- affection, such as milk crust,
head, scurf, or daodz et, sure to elop into
as 114.14iiing lk Iii•p, burette, and
dieeguration w wale life • prulonged
torture nide. properly treated.
A arm 411111 IA 1414 UTICI ItA SOAP, an ex-
q Halle Nis su Beautifier. a, a single applieation
of l I rice el. the t.. eat Olin Cure, with &little
t Tic a • It Egoi.VINT, the New limed rudder.
are often ouMeiert to erred the progrese of the
diseme, and point to a .peedy and permaneut
cure
HitSON no moth r ho lov ea h r children, w he
take., liner ta their beauty. mull), health. and
is bestowing upon Omen a child's great. at to he r.
italece -a skin Without a blenioh. and a both:
usurislie.i by pure t Mod,- Mould tail to mate
trial of the C crime 4 lit. Nein ego
8old eve,' where Price. I TIC t BA. 60r.i
80•1'. Rae.; 1:801.•ENT. II. Prepared by the
POTTES LIG G AND illtaLt.•L , liostoe,
111a.o.
Eigior;esigo illeistrations •nd lea test niontals
Srnil f. r "flow to l ure Skin Diorama,"
Baby' „,litainl *salt, prwerved nod J41041(18 y TIC It A MAW &TUN/4AI.
. -
411 
"6117 V
I
Aching soles and Desk, flip, Kidney
end wrote P•ins, I. he, gnaw, *clinic,
•-• Neur•litle, sharp •nit shooting 
Palos,
reite%ed oat* Minot. lit the t. Rheum' Antt•
Pain Platter I be int sea uoly pain-1111MS
plaster. re rest..
-mould he amid a few mouths Odom coolleemeni
'lend for book "To NOTESIS," nailed fres
41,44-OPTII.D RaOrt.i waa Atlanta tit
STEEL, STEEL, STEEL
The C.--eleb•-•eatect.
Boothia Stool Moder,
The Strongeet,
The eunplest.
The Lightest Draft,
The Simplest Knottar,
The Moat Durable.
Mere of them sold than any other Binder is
the State of Kentucky.
THE CELEBRATED
Coast Street. 0PP. PlanItero Bank.
llopkinsville, - Kentucky. DEERING MOWERS
vov..
%'0
BEAST!
Mexican
Mustang
Liniment
CJT:r E
leinOea, Scratches.
L ernbage, Sprains.
Eheematinn. Straine
A erne Stitehes,
'Stiff ;lents,
Stiegs, Backache,
Gars,
Errii;oig
Elf:742. 
Sores,
Piles.
1PaCViraell krt.Conte
THIS GOOD OLD STAND-BY
w-compash, tar everybody (SIMI ly weld helium..
f oft eene of We reamtiall for the great populerity
Mu.tene IJoirsent im found tn Its salver's
applicability. I. cr itud y need. such a medicine
The I enthe mem • :med. tt ita raw of aceident
The I I summed fe needs it for geoeralfaxaily use.
The 4 'are ler needs it foe hie teams aad his Mee.
The Sileebanic needs It &mays on hie Work
hence,
mite pt.!. needs it ttt mum of emergency.
The l'i•aeer nee--1-.1t -oan'tget amng "'Dhoti' tg.
The I eraser need. ,t in noes., hin Mad.,
ausl .. se. •4,4.4
TY. Steumboat man opt's. Illeuttessa a needs
it in supply afloat am! Lebow,
The II•rendintrier needs it-It Is II. bed
frond sad sated relidziee
The Pooch-grower tt-tt will sans mime
tp of dollars and • wurld :rouble.
The It ilcoad man needs It and will peed it so
,..• La loori :PG t••• Awl dangers.
0- ii•ao•fu Woodtono it smalt it. There I. meth-
1.4 Lt. ; al Nu Antidote fstr the divisors tu Ilfe.
buds etud d•,if.r t wh el surround the pioneer.
The tl ere hant needs It •beut his 140F0 amovs
moh.ssytet. Aurielouts will happen, and when
these dime the Mustang Liniment la wanted atone.%
Keep n Boole t Howse. Ile the nest et
tru. 110131/.
Keep • Bottle l• the Vart•ry.
use In cement sisoideat pine and lees of wage&
Keen a astallai Always i• this' •ble for
see wiles eraalwa.
Contracted
Muscles,
Eruptiona,
Hoof Ail.
Screw
Weems.
Swinney,
Saddle Gaps.
Mt Now SW% which wo New eeriest",Yaw abatis $ erro• ne Plaice apo.o,
0
 'Pito Itt,t141114' tit MP, te
mooned Nevi, end Mereh,
reek prittee, ear 1014 pages,
1411 Ili. tesettylwith ever
LOGO Illtiaftalinne a
Milisile Moore atelier',
tilt Ina Wheleeei• Pew.,
woe.* re eastio..0..-4 Se all see& lef
104.441100.1 eV figimiir wee. 'rens hew 1*
urger, mad eaves yams rest Of t‘ cry.
Mini you HOP, eat. drink, wear, or
have fun with. These 1111'tt.CABLIII
BOORS contain Information 'leaned
front the isserkell• of the world. A
copy sent YR F.le. upon receipt of
10 eta te defray expense or mailbag.
MONTGOMERY WARD & CO.
ill-iis Iv I,big.,. 144t-ane. ( hires/et fit.
FRITZ BROS.,
Livery, Feed and Sale Stable,
Xiiith Si., Neor
HoDkinsvills. - Zentucky.
H••e no Ko
-61='=C2..A-2-d
We have a full stock on hand of all smes. We
warrant el ery wagon to give perfect satisfac-
tion er refund the money. Buy your wagona
at home where the warrantee leveret.
We m.o. ha c in eur employ a• forCillso of our
wagon and machine. slepartment. Mr. G. W.
tiewliner. of Harrodeburg Hejthoroughly un-
derdateb. repairing all kinds of machluery end
warms. Ar. We wieli to call athention that
MAY /am Hies are such that we ,•an repair your
eeparatoro better and for lem money than ant-
body eoe., Send then, in early cen do the
work Irefore harved
Barbed Wire,
Pumps,
Belting,
Harness,
Grates,
Lime,
Mantels,
Hair,
Cement,
Plaster,
Mixed Paints,
White Lead,
Linseed Oil,
Machine Oil,
Oil Cans.
our stock Is ,•omplete in all departments.
Pi :CO! Cali lot refted on as being low.
FO% 140.
REFLECTIP. SUITT LIMP.
miti in 0.41ry family.
loci...brill than threseeershie.iy lamps.
need thlesp•11•• "Weft rim imam.
pies. 1.. rip sand be emeolleowel.
r t a large line of
11011W.11.1.1 trtetlec send fs r row
illg.at cpcolAye tQ
Mahe& 1111116111111111,Clesinnali.O.
Zemmol's§ a U•11111111.1§11 hams Mime
The hmill 101111/111116Saller
3" 2/411 X • T ZIZ 241
WIWI"  mew
will leave Evaueulle f Caeselto• daily
• ept gummy, at 8 o'clock. a see saahnigsur•
connection: with the 0., R. N. IL 1.
liteturaina, lea es Cannelton daily at 0:Sep.
a., Sunday excepted, and Oweasboro at p.a.
71ei CARD.
Leave*. It  lle
Leave. Owenehoro .  
49 sp.. na.. ikarrsh p
Tare 60o. for round trip on Sunday, but sot
reepottedble for stores purchased by thesteward.
•Tioisa ION roils, •ipeate
337M9MEICIES141
Female College
--.^ "mad!Afwgziftwowe
Ee.rrespopeieDot..
CH011'ON LE rrEit.
&doer New Kra:
CRolloN, KT , Not. lellettrt
Adauis tlit yeetertlay of cousumption,
a lew Miles8 *est from hers:.
Uncle Billy Mills anti Mr. Martin,
froni Nortonville, were up 3 retell's),
proepecting for a site for to saw mill
John H. Alyeis and H. Clay Mt•Cord
have moved into their new tie elliegs on
Princeton street.
Zech. T. Drake, from Madiemoville,
was in our town yesterday Ohl business.
Mrs. Green Hetwock will a cept our
thanks for • kind levitation to partake
of a Thanksgiving turkey to-day, and
we only regret our hiability tto be pres-
ent.
Cyrus M. Btown waa bird prospect-
ing in this section to-day.
The tneetieg of the Kentucky tolotis
being in the near future, we hope. our
old friend Lige is pluming 'limed( for
• rhetorical tiltplay iti stooport ot the
changes in the fish sold dog ale ay P
found necessary every two years
Willie Jobtoson entered Cram', At &A-
moy this week. C. A B
•
'to enjoy good situ to always
heve abundant sleep; this can getierally
be secured by matiagement, unless you
have a cry leg baby, in a hick case Dr.
Bull's Baby Syrup will greatly amist.
'fo equalize the circulatiou of the blood,
eutelue nervousnese and elesanse the st
uee Laxador, the great regubmor.
Price only 25 emote.
lhe Blue Grass Berle..
Mt sip 
eat
a
froin home or abroad? Upon this prin-
ciple we all aut. Who Denim of buying
yesterday's hew's/ewer? No one. We
sweet the news to-day. Such la the
Atnericetio taste. Even a letter is not
read with as email Interest as the morn-
trl quaint. But theoe telegrams are
expensive luzinies-only five emote a
vet rd I rout many places. So the read-
ers of tile New ES• will pleue be o le.
Muted e ith a letter from the blue glass
fields of Mason, Bourbon and Fayette
counties.
Soils and crops, of course, are first In
my head. The soils in these counties
that have toot been worn out are as good
perhaps as "crows usually fly over." I
find, however, a tett lack of appreciation
anmeg the farmers of what nature lose
done ler them ; many of them skimmitog
the soil as of old. And a still greater
noletake in many is in breaking up the
dne blue grass fields for tobacco. This
is tempting, I it uow, es long as the weed
brings aw.li fabulous priers. *the 'Kent
of Legett de Myers bought ten crops at
Carlyle I ist Monday fur au average of
fifteen cents per pound. W. '1'. Overby
bought ol Billingtgat & Co. 1U01100
pound.; this week at 14 cent*, and 1 leant
of several crops around Fleraingsburg
and Maya Lick that sold for twenty
ceute per pound. All this looks like, if
tile prices could be mailitained, that the
people would all get rich, and that it
*mild pai them to break up Deer t•lite
grus flees. But the hietery ot trie to.
end tall of tobacco shows that it la h
dallger0114 xperirarmt. In iny- topheot.
the people of t.entral and northere Ke,.
tucky should stick to their told trade tot
raising fine stock for the balance of the
world.
It is very dry in tlois eection u
well RA the southern part of the
State. I see but very few
smeame riiiitihog and mans spriugs are
olry that I hate Peen meow g boldly a
Dila time of sear. The *hem I- geoier
ally leoking badly. Mall% 11..1.18 that I
have seen, although coming up well af
ter 'towing, now look brown and well.
ale o find the corn crop very short
Many farmers estimate it at a tone-third
crop; SOIlle few • half • t•rop A tull
crop of hay, however, him beets raised.
I Imppened Ito Lexington the day after
the unveiling of the Breckinridge moot-
tonient ; it is a beautiful specimen of art.
Stentling in the middle of Court Square,
it preeents a pleasing and attractive ap-
pearance The ceremoillee, I learned,
were greed and impoeing, but the mem-
Moil was emiiiene I by a fatal encoutiter
between Col. Baldwin of Nicholsville
and tireen of Mayeville, beet men
col ability and lege Mantling, but misled
by a false &Mee of offended homer.
I am at present at Maeseiliev the city
among the hills. Much improeetneet
him been made in twenty-five years, snd
much more awake her in the future.
Two or three railroads are In proepeet.
V. M. Mal•C•LFS.
Buckles's Arnica Salve.
The best salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruiees, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum,
Fever Sores, 'fetter, Chapped Hotrods,
Chilblains, Corns, and all Skin Erup-
tions, anti positively came Pike, or no
pay required. It is guaranteed to give
pertect satiafaction, or money refunded.
Price 25 comet per box. Fur sale by
H. B. Garner
A negro boy at iteseeliville saved the
court-humor from belies burne I by cut-
ting lila way through the cupola and
extinguiehing the Ore on the reof With a
bucket of water.
Every country physician ought to put
Men-a-lin on his List 01 itelispensaele
niedielnee.
Pe-ru-na and Mato-a-lin worked mira-
cles on Mrs. Ellen Mayeardes ulcers,
Oswego, Pa.
Irving Hall lisps Mooed its doors. The
member* and their followers transfer
their allegiance to Teminany liall and
the County Democracy.
"74'44
ir. 1111 II! Is, ILA,-
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se Iffeti
Invalids' Rotel and Surgical Institute
mar et /Jewess El Pcrfr Ihr.'.1 and akin.
fail Physicians MOW sterween..
ALL. CHRONIC DISEASES A SPECIALTY.-
Patients treated hero or ut their hone*. many
treated at home, through corrependertio,
successfully as If liere in person. Cottle and
sem, us, or end ten cents In shimpe for our
"lawaids' Owd•-Book," which gives all partic-
ulars. Aildries; We 'PhD DISPLYMAItY MEDI-
CAL .1...44GCIATION, Otis: Hain St., Buffalo, N.Y.
rot " worn-mit," " ruin-down." rtebilitated
'mime esteems". melon/ono. gesonot room, looters
beepf.ra, anti tiverworeed menet' pr. t..“111),
Dr. Mermen Preterite Preaerliothiti Is the
f all pnliwative tonlis. It *
OS alitteraley Ito/tests ehteit•nome el potterer.
Wen* is nese molten Sessitliti toot sill tht
'mettle Womehemet flroomist le.1.111111P
Welentl, Theo Imetoptitit mete. ileitosea
of el:11 ii the silt !haul mot *stow
'toilette limo effete...I to Mem oisprettewo
te Mims ritesevelosi fee liner item, elm
Dr. Pins's Favorite Presorlpthe
IS the moult of this vain eeporietioe.
Initenal eongeettost, flampypt ep
an* isieerestoo. ti II h$000/0/rt it
Is a pow, rf generel, ow an ell as uterine, tonic
und nerv me, and linperte vigor and Orr net,
to the whole system. It elle wenkm es of
stomach, Mohr-stem, bloating, Weak back.
nervous prostration, exhaustion. debility and
sleeplessness, In either sex. Favorite Prescrip-
tion is sold by meter woe lenitive
guarantee. fiee wrepper areinal bottle.
PRICE $1.00, 7,.."Ragt,17:7;,:r.
Bead oents In stamps for Dr. Pierce's large
Treatise on oweasew of Women f it* pages,
poper-coveredl. Addrine Wonte .4 Diseas-
e ORE MEDICAL AltadeLATION, IRO Multi btresset,
Buffalo, N. Y.
LITTLEMaCteZ
liss as ant Unit
Wetat.1vo
lib% gate PILLS.
ANTI.BILIOCS mesa CATHARTIC.
EADACINE,
"DOCTORING OLD TINE."
Striklue Picture-A Revive! of Old
lime Simplicities.
le one of liarpmed 18eUee is given a
tem. flee illustration of Robertte cele-
brated pailitio g k lion ask l'IMittoritig
Old Timm.' It repreeente a typical
uld-timemeith his hello% s, blowieg the
duet Irom ancient clock, with its
cords and weights carefully secured.
One of these clocke in this generatiou
is appretlated only as a rare relic.
The stiggeetive moue, "Doetoring Old
Time, "erings to our mind anoints:
version of the title, toted tor another
, pompom 
-"Old Time Doctoring."
We Irani, through a reliable sourt.e,
that one of the eilterpriting proprietary
medicine firms ol the clowery, has twee
for years invest igeting the nit mu la* avid
medical preparations used in the begin-
'dug of this century, autl even before,
%Rh a view of ouicertelnitig why people
in our great gratelfather.' time elijoyed
a healtio and physical vigor so 'widow
totted le the present geileration. They
now [leek they hems secured the secret
or secrete. The) hod that the prevailing
(opinion that thee exkled, that "Nature
lies a ro rued) r every existing dia-
meter," wait true, and actieg wider this
belief, our grandparent.* limed the com-
mon herbs and p'ants. Continuo! tree-
poise uporf the turret domain, has made
these herbs lee. abundant, anii bite
drivel' them further from civilizatiou,
until they have been di-warded, as
remedial agents bereit-e of the dell-
o 'It o•ttailling them.
• Warner, proprieter of War-
- mid kneeler of the
Teechetter, N. 1'.,
direction, hobo Doe annals of old family
histories, until he hall secured some very
valuable fortieths, from which lila Arm
Is now prepairing medicines, to be sold
by all druggists.
They will, we learn, be known under
the general title of "Warner's Log
Cabin Remettlea." Among these medi-
cines will be a "iiareaparilla," fur tne
blood and liver, "Log Cahill Hops and
Buchu Remedy," for the emtuat•ii, etm,
"Log Cabin Cough and Consumption
Remedy," a remedy called "Sealpine,"
for the halm "Log Cabin E xtract,"
for internal and external use, atid an
olil valuaele discovery for Catarrh,
called "Log Cabin Roee Cream."
Among the list is also • "Log Cabin
Piaster," and a "Log Cabin Liver Pill."
From the number of remedies, It will
be seen that they do not propose to cure
all diserses with one preparation. It le
believed by m•ny tliat with them reme-
dies a new era is to dawn upon suffering
humanity, and that the close of time nine-
teenth century will see these roots and
herb., ao (.mm30(11111'0 under the title of
Warner' Log Cabin medic., as pop-
ular as they were at Ite brginuleg Al
though they come in the form of propri-
etary medicines, yet they will be tione
the lest; welcome, for suffering humanity
has become tired of modern dot•toeleg
and tile public has sue etoefi ielem
env remerfl• . pot up '0% tee firm of e fool,
ft H triter 1. the heed 'Te" 1"-"P'e
item mee ))))) e of the *free... of
,bettotilig a ith polomoti. drugs Few
reelimi the injurieue effecte following
the preecriptiotia of many modern phy-
alcians. These effects of polsonousdrugs,
already prominent, will become more
pronounced in coming yrenerations.
therefore we can cordially wish the old-
lashismed new remedieo the best of sue-
ce.e.
Kentucky Pie.
W •8111NOTON, Nov M.-Secretary La-
mar promised Mr. Sem Walton, of Lan-
caater, Ky., Chief of Division in the of-
flee of the First Controller of the Treas-
ury, the peeltoon of Chief Clerk of the
Interior Department. The Secretary
told Mr. Walton this more than once, and Did 
Yea ?
!..repeated it to his friends. Nothisig is W. tl Revela, M D , of Baltimore,
certain, however, but death and taxation Mil., says: "I have been in ',he practice
Now It seems thet the Kentuckian is not of medicine for over eighteen years, but
never have I seen the equal of Hodges'
Sarssperilia. It has worked miracles
here iii curing Rheumatison and Scrof-
ule. Have almost come to the con-
clusion that I cenuot practice without
it." Sold by all drueltlete•
____. 
__ _
In Memory of ire. Nancy BobbItt.
Far away from the at.eneeef her 'And-
hood, Mrs. Nancy Robbitt departed this
life. She died Oct. 25th, 1S87, near Ap-
pleton, Clark county, Kallatta. When
the writer first knew her, elle was a
roey-plieeked, frolit•kroome girl. She was
niarried to my sed school teat•her, Wm.
G. Bohbitt, about the year 1853, than
whom no sourer gentleman ever lived in
Dile country. She was drprived malty
years since of her moat excellent hus-
band, the care of her young family fall-
ing alone on her. She lived iii :hit
county nearly all her life, hevieg come
here with her parental from Virginia at
the age !of five years. lit her later years
elie Was ete ttrolig bodily, yet she was
by no tumult elective or retired. lier
presence in the home was alwome a
blessing to all Its honietem and her life
Wei 1140111. 'I ll e' eorrows crommil
her pathway, still her life was a happy
one. To make °them comfortabie and
happy was her delight. Loved mid
holioreti by all who knew her, she illus-
trated in her own personality the
Heavenly beseity of a serene Christian
lady. She had an especial care :or her
chiltiren-all of whom are an honor to
their parents an I useful memtwrio of
society.
The great coneolation in this (tree is
that Mrs. Hobbit' in early Ille became a
Christiate At the tender age of sixteeii,
under the ',reaching of Elder E•loch A.
Br IWIl mei others she entered with the
Christian church Whet a comfort it
must be to the bereave-1 so they approach
the turbid writerm, and look over to the
other side by filth and see her in the
treetop 1 of eteniel lite! While their
COtes Letter.
Rditor New Era.
CROFTON, K, Nov. 29.-Capt. Brans-
ford is dote') ties ou telt uction to-
day.
Mt. Vann 'limed to the tenement
hem- mem Sit omen ot,Jonnewees sloop.
Mrs. Borer vile of Cullen Hamra,
died at Lorisiir 0. yeeterday and Was
buried at J pull. Lenier's near here to-
day.
The origin f that avo &keeling of the
poetic: ileum tat mottle the "beautiful"
a subject of demote gave tis a visit Sun-
day.
John Ftosteell dog attracted lois atten-
tion by baring at eonietiallig on the
groutod, atolls lie (Discovered to be an
owl Johel lilted up the owl, but a hen
lie diecoverd thet a huge black snake
was mote hod around it he separated
loitueelf fron it in theft order. It Wag
real mod lie and 110 atoti-pruhibition
snake.
James M.Clark eerved a term at Tl-
emcen tei Code Sam's jury last week.
A little• laughter of 1'. H. Ceok, of
Stuart precome, died butt Saturday.
Miss Jose Long, from St. Charles, is
vititieg ler uncle's fatuity, Murdock
Mclutualiethis week.
Dr. Kell was knocked from the track
by a passisg train at Mannington last
Sunday, freni which he sustained pain-
ful juries.
We loave a man nsitr here who can
play one tulle son theAololin and whistle
another at the tame Dine.
C. A. B.
Postulant to the torte and surprisingly
quick In relieving coughs and ("Ids it Is
strsur :h-at ttr.-fintes Cough
Syrup always seemettle.
Salvation Lel, the greateat pain-cure
on earth, is guaranteed to effect a cure,
wliere it possible to; the seat of the
disease to be regale& by a liniment.
Price 95 cents a bottle.
to get the place at all. Thin is not only
a dieappointtnent to Mr. Walton and his
friends, but a loss to the office-holders
anti applicants; for his State, all of whom
he (multi have assisted In the place. Sec-
retary Lamar says it would not be treat-
ing his successor fairly to fill this hropor-
;slit plare before lie comes in. Gen.
Vilma, it is said, will appoint hie partic-
ular friend, Mr. Nash, of Wisconhin, now
superintendent of the railway mail ter-
vice, midef Clerk of the Interior when he
goes he So far eern is left. The Ken-
tucky delegation and his friends will
probably push him for the place Mr
Nash is going to vacate. It pays well,
and has large patronage. *the /iambi-
ittration could loot select a better man
than Mr. Walton, and as he was prom-
teed the other poot without asking for It,
lie is entitled to something good.
Senator Blackburn arrived last night,
mid is quartered et the Ebbe t for the win
ter. lie nu-cough mi Randall, and says
there must be tariff legislatiou this win-
ter. le topeaking of Die effect of Cleve-
land'e Southern tour, he says the Presi-
tient Is vermin to be renominated, but
tliat the election is a year off, and he is
not a prophet. Mr. Cerliele, thilikt,
is too tensible te smolt the vice-preslt
demi. He thinks that nomination will
go to Illinois, and that (len. Black, Pen-
sion Conotnissioner, will be the man.
What 'thong' '.
A few short weeks ago that young girl
was the personificatimi !width, vigor
ami beauty. The bltmlo upon hercheeks
rivaled that of the roe; her step was
light and buoyant, her every movement
e- as a revelation of perfect physical
health*. Yet now she le pallid mod hag-
g ord, end her superabundant vitality has
given place to a strange eulinees and
lassitude. What loss cauhed this change ?
Functiotial irregularities, which can be
c.ured by Dr. Pierue's "Favorite Pre-
scription," a remedy to which tl ttttt sands
Cerulean items.
Edam New Era:
t SPRINes, Nov. 21.-Mr.
John Keys, of Masestionle, Was here on
butinees Wednesday.
John Rogers' little boy is very sick
tide week.
Mr. Willie (Aboard, who went to
Princeton, returned to Cerulean Tues-
day,
Mr. 'non Retie left Monday for Mis-
souri, %here he anticipates making his
future home.
Mr. Ilarvey McCord, of y our city, was
here Weduesday.
 
. Jas. H. Brown, Henry Dur-
ham and Geo. Smith, f Era, were here
on business last week.
Rev. Smith is spending this week
with lois daughter in Missouri.
Miss Carrie Blakeley,:wtoo has been
visiting relate nit In Paducah, returned
home last week.
Messrs. Clark Weller, of Dawson,
arMopetillig lop a new drug store In this
Diger.
Mori-led, on the 15th inst., Mr. Pol-
Isr • to Mist Belle MeConnell, at the
reeidence of the bride's mother, Mrs.
Connell. living near Balebridge.
The %mods were on fire in the Joe
Blakely heigloborhood last week, and
did considemble damage in turning
fences.
Bob Wright, eolored, died this morn-
ing of a wound he received from a hand-
car, which ran over ids leg hist week.
Getitry teem big show exbibite 1
here Fritts). night in the echool-house.
The bely to( Jas. Hester, who was
buried Lear Wallonia in le72, was taken
up Tueeday and moved to tioe DeLeon
grave-yard, two miles wept of this place,
end there intered by the side of his wife,
Alio died not long since. W. R. E.
of women to-day owe their lives. All Imerte will d eel! wills the j ful hopes
druggistm of meeting her that happy home,
where there a be too more Ned partings.
If the veil could be melee beck anti her
only eon, tor w tient al waya hail such
earliest mill faithful sole-elide, couold
behold her, his truest (Herod, lie would
loot, if he could, call her beck to this
poet. world.
Ali, the Christi in retiglmi ith it+
hoped, can sooth all earthly sorrows,
anti melte death the gee•wey to a limn«
that adtialts no pein anil no dark tiled-
owe. Titus this rellgiton gives its c -
fort at the very thus all earthly wiadom
ant inlitiellty go out. without one single
• 
ray retching beyond the voiceless grave
Oh, why not enjoy the pricelees benefits
of Christi oeity in this life anti tliat which
is to come '. 0. S. It
otogreuman James Dougherty, rrom
Fiorillo', to save cotton from lose had
some of It picked on StInelay. Ills fame
lies in Calories county, Ga., and that
'moiety has strict Suritley laws. Dough-
erty was indlo•ted by the t litirch people,
Isis grandmother Joining with them. Ile
wns about to loom the case, when he was
put on the Hemel and sworn. Ile swore
that he leel "trier "done a lock of work
in lois lite." This was substaritiated by
strong proof. and he was discharged,
the costs being assessed against the
chtirch people.
Consumption, Serefala, tiemers1
Debility, Wasting Diseases of children,
Chronic I' nigh., and Helmeted S, 01411 be
cured by the use of &kw a Eart.sius
of Pure Cod Liver OA with Ily potshots.
Wiliest. Prominent physicist's use it,
shill testify tis Its great value. Please
road lite used Istuutt's
HniulsInn lin, ulisthiato Clough With
Ilositorrliago, Lust tit A ppollio,
POIHIP1001011061, site, All isf Deem
have nuw left, aid I believe your Xissult
sloe his gayest a uses of well-developed
Consumption."-T. J. Fient.ev, AL O.
Lone Star, Teats. "I lieve for reveral
years used Scott's Emulsion, awl fluid it
to act well In Consumptiou and Scrotu-
ula, and other conditions requiring a
tonic of that class."-.I. B. BURTON,
Valdosta, Ga.
The official returns of the Ohio election
give the total vote for governor as fol-
lows: Foraker, 356,937; Powell, 333,
205; Seitz, 24,712; Sharp, 29,700. Total,
746 ;6$6. Foraker's plurality, '23,731.
Afler Three Years.
W. V. Walcott, of Springfield, Tenn.,
says: "I have been suffering with Neu-
ralgia in my lace and loead off and on for
three years. I purchased • box of
metemeeeke
Wonderful Cares.
Hoyt el., WhelleaM114 SIM Hp-
tail Ineigglats tif It 11111), oar : We
have here sellIttg 11r. kleg's New !Ha-
mmel, 'Coterie ItIllefs Illitollletteo
A mice Melee Itor filar terra Have nevs
er Minified ristesellos (het mill as Noll,
tor glee Meet veriest Isetiotaieltet,
There bevy Ilene some toottem
elfeetell by these insoiliellitei III Dile clly.
Verel iteleil Of promeintied Consilnip-
Don have twee entirely mired he the
of a few bottler ot Dr. Kiefer New Ills-
tiovery, taken vonneetem wise glee.
tric Bitter. We guarantee them always
Harry B. Garner City Ploarin tey
Lexington is to liave a new railroad
outlet. It la learned that the contract
has been let to build a road from that
city to Lawrenceburg to connect with
the Louisville Southern ro Title
will make the route to Louisville twen-
ty tulles shorter.
-•-
The Dudes Knew It.
Or if they don't they should know
Dist Mangum Root Liniment cured Big
Head in mules for W. E. Hunt, of
Atlairsville, Ky. J. II. Mallory, of
...Mee ;mei MAO Ws LW/4m far kits itviLof
ROW DO WE DIG UUR HAVES?
We must eat or we cannot live.
This we all know. But do we all
know that we die by eating ? It is;
said we dig our gravew with our
:eeth. How fooligh this sounds.
Yet it is fearfully true. We are ter-
rified at the approach of the cholera
and yellow fever, yet there is a dis-
ease conetantly at our doors and in
our houses far more dangerous and
leistructive. Most people Lave in
their owu stomachs a poison, ruore
slow, but quite aa fatal as the germs
Jf those maladies which sweep men
into eternity by thousands without
warning in the times of great epi-
demics. But it is • mercy that, if
we are watchful, we can tell when
we are thicatrued. The following
are amOng the symptoms, yet they
do not always necemsaiily appear in
the same seder. nor are they always
tho same in different cases. There
is a dull and sleepy feeling; a bad
',aide in the mouth, especially in the
.norning; the appetite is change-
tble, sometimes poor and again it
seems as though the patient could
not eat enough, and occasionally no
appetite at all; dullness and slug-
gishnees of the mind; DO ambition
to study or work; more or leas head-
iche and heaviness in the head;
lizzinees on rising to the feet or
.noving *suddenly ; furred and coot-
xl tongue; a sense of a load on the
stomach that nothing removes; hot
Ind dry skin at times; yellow tinge
n the eyes; scanty and high-colored
trine; sour taste in the mouth, fre-
ittently attended by palpitation of
he heart ; impaired vision, with
;pots that seem to be swimming in
the air before the eyes; a cough,
with greenish-colored expecto-
ration ; pour nights' rest ; a sticky
ilime about ths teeth and gums;
hands and feet cold and clammy;
xritable temper and bowels bound
up and costive. This disease has
puzzled the physicians and still puz-
zles them. It is the commoneat of
ailments and yet the most compli-
cated and mysterious. Sometimes
it is treated as consumption. some-
Hues as liver complaint, and then
wain as malaria and even heart dis-
gust?. But its real nature is that of
•onstipation and dyspepeia. It arises
n the sligeative organg and soon
iffects all the others through the
.orrupted I and poisoned blood.
Mten the whole body-including
,ht,e,,,.,nde.rveosoesn
say slitenin e8r el iiisralnlyo
enaciation to tell the sad story.
Experience has shown that there is
put one remedy that can certainly
cure this diseimse in all its stages.
Shaker Extract of Roots or
11iither Seigeli Curative Syrup. It
vet fails but, nevertheless, no time
Itould be lost iti trying other so-
called remedies. for they will do no
good. Get this great vegetable
preparation. (discovered by a vener-
able nurse whose name IR a house-
hold wnrd in Germany) and be sure
to get the genuine article.
Gras rP BY SEVIN DOCTORS.
Shaker Extract of Roots or Sei-
gel's Syrup haa raised me to good
health after seven doctors had given
me up to die with consumption.-
So writes R. F. Grace, Kirkman-
• Todd Co., Ky.
BE HEARD OF IT JUST IN WW2.
"I had been about given up to
die with dyspepsia when I first saw
the advertisement of Shaker Extract
of Roots or Seigel's Syrup. After
using four bottles I was able to at-
tend to my business as well as ever.
I know ofeseveral cases of chills and
fever that have been cured by it."
So writes Mr. Thom. Pulluut, of Tay-
lor, Geneva Co., Ala.
WORTH TIN DOLLARS A BC TVA.
Mr. Thomas P. Evans. of the firm
of Evans & Bro., Merchants, Horn-
town, Acconiack Co., Va., writes
that he had been si it with digestive
disorders for many years and had
tried trusn.v physicians and medi-
cines without benefit. He began to
use Shaker Extract of Roots or Sei-
Rel's Syrup &Wert the 1st of Jan.
1887, anti watt 140 better in
three weeks that be considered him-
self practically a well man. He
adds: "I have at this time one bot-
tle on hand, anti if I could not get
any more I would not lake a ten
dollar bill .for it."
druggist& or Address A. J.
White, Limited. 64 Warren St. N.Y.
Will Celebrate.
FR•NR FORT, Noy. 28 -The State
Board of Education, composed of Supt.
J. D. Pickett, Col. J. 0. Hodge'', of
Lexington; Prof. W. ii. Bartholomew,
of Louisville, and Attorney Geeeral
Hardin and Secretary of State Adana,
is desirous of appropriately celebrating
the semi-centenial of the Kentucky
eomnaon-echool sy stem The bill was
passed February 16, 1838 The meas-
ure was origiiiated by lion. W. F. Bul-
lock, of Jefferson county, who survives
and will be present, and honored as the
father arid founder of the system. Dr.
J. J. Bullock, the first Stoperinteeden
of Public loistrectiou, fernier chaplain
of the United States Senate, will alit o be
present on the occasion.
It Is propoeed that the celebration
shall be in the form of an educational
conventioti, to be held in dee city on
the leth and 17th of February next.
Prominent educators and distinguished
friends of this common school system
will atidress the convention, but who
and what they are, and what kind of a
programme otherwise wiil be made up,
hae not yet been tietertnined upon.
The convention has been under advise-
ment fur sonic time, but dual action
WW1 taken by the State Board this af-
ternoon. It Is hoesel the press will
take notice of the purpose of the meet-
ing and say that a programme will be
duly announced.
In Brief, And to the
Dyepepoia is &melee. Disordered
liver is misery. Indigestion is a foe to
good nature.
The human digeetIve apparatus is cot e
of the meet complit•ated anti wonderful
thingt existence. It is emily put out
of order.
Greasy foml, tough foo I, sloppy fo vd.
bail (evokers., onetime worry, late hour.,
irregular habit*, and other thing-
which ought not to be, have nettle the
A mericen people a nation of dytpeptits
Boot Greven't A emelt Flower loss dotie
a wonderful work in reforming this topel
bushieen awl Mak lug the A ineriesm
ple so healthy Diet th •y can enjoy their
meek and he happy.
itrinem her m-No happi nets w I thout
health. Bet Green's August Viewer
brings heeith anti happitlem to the Dys-
peptic Ask your druggiste fur a bottle.
semeety•five t.ents.
Time, Motet I iiillan• 'muffled in tioe
county jail at Olentlive, Mont., attacked
two white prisoners ounKted with them.
Their Weillp01111 Were t Dee killers, Hill.
0011 end 111111111111101111111, NMI WWI Oahe
they mortally wounded the Mow A noir
thin the trio atteinptoti mileide, Two of
them, After 'DOMINI theitulei yes lu many
plume bonged themselves with hunk
straps and were whited in tills by the
remaining Indian. lie then attempted
suicide by butting Ills brains out against
the wall, but was caught and put hi
Irons.
Lottery Tickets runtish a Weddlsg
PormAno, M Oc 9 -Swath Port-
land, just acrossethilletnitit.a.lrbor, is all agog
over • bit oi romance. For months
Louisiana State Lottery tickets have been
extentively dealt out here, and a few
persons have had a itidfalls of fortune.
A young man named Cole and lois be-
trothed, M Jackeon, lio aennew hat poor
circumstancet, concluded to try their
luck, and each paid fifty cents for one-
tenth Of a whole ticket. At the Oetober
drawing they fOund, by reading the
..(sea.• ••
AROUND THE WORLD.
all/TANTS are so cheap tn India that most
families have five or six of them
No ore manufactured in Germany is per-
mitted to leave the factory without the ex.
press permission of the Government.
Weee will soon be eommenoed on the
great ship canal between Manchester and
Liverpool. l'he etintraet hats been allotted,
the cost to be teseeneteo.
Reposer hays that Prince Ferdinand, of
Bulgaria, wears brecelets and dresses in
laces and protects his complexion with face-
powder, and at night retires in a pink
gown.
Ameriean abroad t-rrs that Euro-
peans do not waltz as we do. They go spin-
nong around like • top, without ever re-
versing, and frequently collide. Atnerieton
waltzers are there regarded with admire-
Tee carrier-pigeon service of Paris is al-
most as completely organized as is the tele-
graph system: for missives can be sent by
the winged messengers to neighboring forts
and towns. and even to distant pewee in the
provinces. The staff numbers 2.50) trained
birds.
Holmes in Germany are shod with shoes
having pointed studs screwed into them,
and with these shoes they travel safely over
OM worst roads without fear of falling.
When in the stable the studs are removed
to prevent injury to the animal.
lx loading and unloading coal-junks in the
Claineee ports the services of old women.
girls and children are employed. Rows of
small baskets are filled and passed by them
as they stand in double rows. They seem
to work on the principle that many hands
lighten the load.
tests nrenege firms, employing about
twenty thousand hands are engaged in the
cultivation of fan palms and the manufac-
ture of fans in China. The palm plantations
are sometimes half a mile in length end the
plants four feet apart in rows running the
entire length. presenting • most attractive
sight.
Soca of London's misery was recently
pictured at Billingsgate, where a gratuitous
distribution of food was made. Brawny
men fought ant strugwied against the bars
for sodden pudding and muddy soup until
they were torn and bleeding, while women
and children. who were mashie to get Dear,
eat on the eurbstone and cried hopelessly.
FRANS are rife that the incessant boring
for gas wells in this ("pantry will result Ilse
same as did the natural gas erase in China
about two hundred years ego. Gas wells
were sunk with es much vim and vigor as
the Celestials were capable of. but owing to
a gas explosion that killed several millions
of people anti tore up anit destruyed a large
district of eountry, leaving a large inland
sea, known on the maps as Lake Fee C'hang,
the boring of any mere gas wells was then
and there prohibited by law.
Tee sand hills or dunes of Gascony,
Franoe. poneess features of striking inter-
est, as described by a writer in the seism
Mee American. The dune. are formed by
the aanda left by the ebb-tide along the
shore, which. blown by the vvinds inland.
form hills of two hundred feet or more in
height. The sand hills themselves are kept
moving slowly landward by the wind, which
drives the upper layer of sand from the gen-
tly-sloping outer surfare up to the summit,
whenee it falls down the steep slope on the
landward side, and thus the dunes are rolled
inland by slow degreee. The annual average
rate of the advanee of send is said to be
about fourteen feet per year.
RAILWAY GOSSIP.
COMPARATIVE WORTH OF BAKING POWDERS.
ROYAL ,Abeolumly Pump.
GRANTS Alum Powder)• .
BURFORD'S, 1. !Ifo fresh..
HANFORD'S, e.tom fresh..
REDHEAD'S 
CHARM wow Powder)*
AMAZON ,A1am Powder) *.
CLETELANIFS(.1,iirt.t.o•
PIONEER ,Saa Fragment:el. .
CZAR 
DR. PRICE'S 
SNOW FLARE osers) 
LEWIS' 
PEARL (Andrews *Os).-
RECKER'S 
GILLET/I 
A XDREWSACO."Regsrellin
(Caeftiaa •14a,
BULK (roeder oda looee)
RUKI-PORD'S, when DO( fresh II
REPORTS OF GOVERNMLNT CHEMISTS
As to Purity and Wholesonteries:: or t lie r.oyal Daking Powder.
" I have tested a package of F.oval Beking Powde-, welch I purchseed in the
open market, and find lt composed of puri• and womeseteue ingrethenta. It is a cream
of tartar powder of • high degree of mere, azei do s not tontale either alum or
pecephates, or oilier injurious substmetee. E. G. LOVE, Pk 1.)...
'• It is a scientific fact that the repeal Baelne, Powess It absolutely pure.
"II. A. elorr, Ph.D."
" I hare examined a package of Royal Baking Pou de-. pen-heated by myself m
tbe market. I find it entirely free from alum, terra alb, or any other injurious sub-
stance. Ihniur lioarox, PILO , Preselent of !Steve= Institute of 'I eetwoology."
"I have analyzed a pack-Ise of r.07.1 BUM/ Powder. The materials of which
It is composed are pure and whelescoine. 8. Dais HATES, tItate Assayer, Mal& "
---
The Royal Rsking Pow.lor rettelved Cie hiZbeet r.ward Over all rompetitOrs at
the 'kerne& World'it Exposition, la:3; ot the Centemtial, Philidelphts, Itral ; at the
Amerlean Institute, New York, and a: State Vs re. themehout the country.
lie Want actinide ial Lomas food has ever rece.yed such high, emphatic. and nob
renal endorsement 1 rem cite:mod el.eetiels, phy_sicious, selentia. a, uod Boards of
Health all u. er the wmitl. ' ........-............
.......eff'tvaliagiehe41N 011 -111e abooe plAG:"A.:: E:tlilf rhtell VI ' erstoparstire worth s Baking
Powders, as shown by CIemleel Aualyes end cepertrrimes made by Prof. ego
A pound eta of each poweer vas Leen, tee total tramming power or volume In
each cen calculated, the result leene L I Indicated. This pritetkill test for worth by
Prof. Schedler only proves what, creew obeervint eonsunaer of the Royal Baking
Powder knows by practical experience, that, while it coot. a few cents per pound
more than ordinary kinds, It Is tar more monnmical, and, besides, affords Um advan•
tage of Isitor work. A one, trial of t .c Ileyel Lakine Powder will consume aoy
fair-minded person of theee facts.
• While the diagram shows some se th- -.1urri powders to be of a higher degree
of strength than other powders reeked heb,w them, it is not to be taken as inellcao
tug that they h .ve auy vatic ATI alum powders, ou matter how high their strength,
are tu he avistI-d as 'dangerous
Tali first railroad in Rusaia was opened
up in October of the year ler.
Exeeniesers have been made for the pur-
pose of creating an increased adhesion of
locomotive wheels to the rails. This bas
been partially secomplished by means of
electricity.
Tne three greatest railroad disasters
known are the Tay Bridge, Scotland, the
Chatsworth, Ile, and the Ashtabula. 0. In
the first WM people 'writhed. in the second
135, and in the last over i00.
CANADIAN railways are increasing in
repo more rapidly than the United States.
The Canadian mileage the last ten years
has been five per eent.. while that of this
country has been four per eent.
Oven the Caseades, on the Northern
Pacific railroad, is a switch-back, thirteen
miles in extent. said to be the most mar-
velous Meets of railroad engineering in the
mountry. The cost of the switch-back was
1350,000, and its maximum grade is •M5 feet
to the mile.
THE average met of a Pullman car is IDS:
000. A UMW ear is the Moat expensive
ever made by the con.pany. The metal and
running parts of ears are shipped to En-
gland upon demandeand woodwork. finite.
ing ond upholetering are done in the Derby
shops there.
Tee Pullman Car Company employes
7.508 persons, and pays an average of MO
per month, the highest average of any
manufacturing establishment iu the coun-
try. This includes many unakined labor-
ers, the skilled mechanics receiving se
high as 111411 per month.
1r is claimed that the first railroad con-
structed in this country was built in 181•
near Mencheater. Va. The road was built
for the purpose of conveying powder few I
use in the war with Englaud, from the mill
to a magazine two miles dastant. and it was
operated by means of horse-power.
ENGINEERS think there is one feature ia
American locomotives that would bear
alteration with advantage, for express
trains at least, it is the sae of the drivers
There are probsibly none in use over six
feet in diameter. and very few as large Ite
that, the average being about five feet six
Inches.
Tre only modern locomotive yet con-
structed in the United States with singlet
drivers was one built some years ago by
the Baldwin Locomotive Works to run the
express trains on the Bound Brook route ot
the Philadelphia & Reading railroad. It
was purehased by the Eames Vacuum Brske
Company. and was suhsequently sent to En-
gland and run on the Lancashire and York-
'hire railway. but proved a failure.
Wien's: a few years locomotives have
been made upon definite plans with inter- ,
changeable parta. so that any 'twee of the ,
machine can be exchanged with the IMMO
• on any other locomotive of the same
type. This is considered • great advantage.
The rehanging of machinery parts was
started connection with the manufacture
of ms by a man named Rout, who was
emp yed in Coles pistol factory. He was a
d hand at 11.50. Colt made him superiti-
endent ef his works at a salary of t1o.000 •
year.
AMEIIICAN rsilroad trains travel, RS rum
much more slowly than English. and with a
less average of easualties than is yearly put
at the doors of the latter. For instance, thir
express trains between New York and Al-
bany average only twenty-nine and a qua&
ter miles per hour, though the track is al-
most level. while the -Flying Reotehmane
peerages fifty miles over a considerable
we of the distance between London and
e;dinburgte Between New York and Bois-
Me the speed is rarely over thirty-two moles
per hour. though the course is much easier
than that between London and Manchester,
which is sometimes traversed at the rate of
forty-seven &mot three-fifth miles au hour.
Personal.
Mr. N. Frohlicetein, of Mobile,
Ala., writes: I take great pleaeure in
recommentlitig Dr. King's New Ditcov
ery for Consumption, having used it for
a severe attack of Bronchit is anti Catarrh
It gave me instatit relief and entirely
cured nor anti I have not betel milliard
since. I also beg to state that I had tried
other remedies with no meet remilt
Have also 'used Electric Bitters and lir.
Kitigeo New Lee both of which I,
can reerentnentt.
Dr. Kingia New Dieeovery for Cron-
tu inption, coughs atilt i'.0141., is' sold on
a positive guarantee, at Ceerreptee
City Pharmacy, 50 cents and el. per
bottle.
Senator Jones of reorients again the
subject of talk. Rep lies state that he is
fleancielly embsrrassed stet that him old-
est son is in Detroit looking after his
welfare. Hearing of the reports, Wm.
Dawson, of the Michigan Catholic,
issued an appeal lu his behalf for a pub-
lic subscription to relieve lois embarrass-
ment Jonea. turning of this, wrote a
card, stetter amt. he g 110 atithority
for such a proeemil ig atoll a as not in
applicant for puttee elm city.
The Popular Approval
Of this efforts a this (.411turtilpi rid nye.
up ('n„ prowl% to the piddle ao
ittarahla sod aftecti vie otthellitite fur the
hitter tiauteettit liver medicines end ca.
Waffles formerly in tote le as gratifying
intim compeny as it is creditahle to the
goal Piste of the public, The largo and
rapidly litoreasing sale til Syrup of Figs,
and the promptly beititiolal eff,cts of a
single dose are convincing proofs that it
la the most easily taken and the most
pleasantly effeetive remedy known.
For stale by [tarry B. (Semler, City
Ph ar mum.
-se
Abram Sainuelt, a Cincinuati drum-
mer, has semi I,otta, the actress, for
$50,000 'intuitive' for causing him to miss
a train and break an tin portant engage-
ment. Semeele waft riding to the depot
in a herdic, when Lotta, seeing Diet the
horse was lame, seized the bridle and
stopped loin), calling an ("Meer to take,
the animal back to the ttatMe. Ti e con-
sequent delay to Semuels is the basis of
the suit.
- 
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HOW A SIOUX DIES.
the Strange Sight Which a Tru•olos Saw
la a Tepee.
In 18e1 I was hunting urns lost horses
In the broken country west of the Big
Horn river, writes • contributor in the
Washington Star. I hail ridem all the
morning over a country that was strange
to me. About eleven o'clock I eroesed •
plateau, and was surprised to come •ud•
duly to the edge of • canyon the existo
once ..f which I had not even suspected.
In the canyon was • stream with clumps
of cottonwood timber along its banks, an d
in one of the open spate( was an Indian
lodge. The Indians that hunted in that
country were peaceable, but the war WWI
just over, and the Sioux were feeling very
more. If they were Crows or Arapahoes
1 militia get some information about my
horses. I lay down and watched. No
smoke came from the tepee; no one
moved around it; half • dozen ponies
grazed a few hundred yards distant.
There was net even • dog, which looked
ratloor suspicious. After waiting five min-
utes I knew no more than at first suddenly
three wh ts-tailed deer came from the
timber and walked leisurely across the
opening. Then I knew that the camp was
demoted, and the strangeness of it start-
led me- I mounted and rode down to the
creek, and straight to the tepee, I threw
back the flap, •nd I shall remember what
I saw until death. In the center of the
tepee was spread - buffalo robe and on
the robe were guns and scalps and many
arrows; and sitting cross-legged in •
circle around the robe were Rix braves of
the Sioux Nation. All were in their prime
-all decked out in war paint, and each
one held a bow anti arrow in him Ls ed.
On every face was an expression of calm
indifference, as of one who neither staf-
fers nor enjoys, neither hope. nor fears.
The faces were those of dead men, and
the small-pox had marked them with its
•wful mark. They took their misery with
their heads up, and even the horrors of
this disease could lea•e upon their hearts
no stain of fear. upon their brows no mark
of suffering. And this that their God
might judge them men, and fit them to
pitch their camps forever in the gro•••
and green fields of paradise.
CAPTURING OTTERS.
Tete Strange Method Coed by the (lowboys
of Northern Conroe-gala.
"What do you think of that for a hand-
tome piece of fur!"
A whole/tele furrier was showing a
stuffed animal to a New York Mai/ and
Erpresa reporter.
"Handsome enough. What de vou call
it?"
"An otter. But look at it more carefully.
You don't owe the slightest break in Ita
fur, from the tip of its pee to the point of
its nose."
"How was it caught; in a trap or poies
oned?"
"Neither. If It had been poisoned the
fur would h•ve been injured. Yon couldn't
guess bow it was caught if you tried a
dozen years."
"How was it i.aught!' My curiosity is
excited."
"It was captured e hile it was biting si
man in the leg -
"Must have been cheerful for the mane'
"It didn't hurt him."
"Wooden leg?"
"No. That is the eav the cow bgys of
Northern California capture them for the
market. They put on high and very wiese
legged book. They fill the space between
the sides and their legs with gravel.
Then they wade in the river. The mo•
ment an otter sees a man coming toward
his home, be gets angry and snaps at lb.
intruder's legs. When once he catch.'
bold be never opens his jaws until lais is
dead. Atter he once gripe the boot it Is
easy enough to kilt him without harming
his fur."
"I abould think it would he dangerosk
sometimes?"
"Sometimes it is," returned the Mer-
chant "In the 'ewer Klamath country
no man has ever yet been brave enoqgh tos
tackle an otter from Dust river, which
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runs through that region. They are too ones ever m. rrsakel Soso,.
big and too ferocious for any except •
sheet- Iron -eoot-leg, whieb, betides being
inconvenient, would be rather cumber- , 
some. Lost river otters, therefore, are
gen-rally shot or die of old ege." •TTOKNIK1 a.
-
THEY DO NOT LIVE.
The Unrea.onable EtpeetatIon• of a Chi-
cago Newspeper M•n.
Here are some of the thirags that the Chi-
eago Journal Htroller wants to see: Tim
sallow-skinned,  le-spotted faced wom-
an of forty who loes not •ver -I had •
lovely complexion when I Wag • girl."
The feminine two hundred.poiludsr who
can have a doom made without alluding
to the fact that when she wax married sh•
only weighed one hundred and ten, and
her waist measured only eighteen inches.
The woman with • low] of false hair on
her head ho h•d not (according to her
own arceunt a, magnificent head of hair
when she was young. The woman whc
will buy a pair of crecheted /dippers et •
church fair if the cork soles are numbered
any size larger than two. The servant-
girl %oho didn't bane every thing just
suited to lovr mind with "the last
lady I lined wid." The man
marrying • lade with money without a
cynical sonde. A woman who can speak
of the Loreto of •n "eligible" witbout the
guarded ambiguity: "Well --she's hardly
the woman I should ha•e expected him
to pick out." An ugly trat of a ten-year-
old boy wham. mother does not make a
claim on your admiration by the al.
Wien that "every one need to remark
what • iteautlful baby he was." Tbe ma*
who couldn't give the mason why anotk•
or Matt's son turned out bail dentine, if
sum! tinkling. Tits stay.h•itml moo of
Itilddle age whit has too grnwe litio the
belief Thal grav hairs are its leilleallolle
of old aim The sitibliosagets woman wail
0111 14111111Ve of ell. of lief tniiiiteaiputatia.
that she weer% glasses front twat ought**.
tows sod nut from ans. The ovolpapor
reader who wdl aukuuwledes wig
born without a Renee of humor and that
there may be a jute is a pal %amply
though be met see it.
Maternal Instincts or W elves.
A correspondent of Chambers' Journal.
alleges that recently in Melbourne, with
bis wife ani two children, aged two and
four, he went to see the animals In the
Royal Park, and that four wolves sleeping
in a cage paid se •ttention to himself and
wife •nd the e. st child, but the moment
the younger mos toddled up they sprang
to their feet end made for the corner of
the cage nearest to her, where they stood
ag•inst the bars, pushed their paws
through, barked constantly and seemed
wild to get at her; not •iciously, how-
ever, but as a deg might have run to play
with her. When the child spoke their en
forts were redoubled. On • subsequeoll
visit the same thing occurred. From which
the correspondent eoncludes that wolves
have • very stremeg maternal instinct and
love childrea.
' -•
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